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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

The metabolism of lung tissue is probably influenced by the unique

characteristics of the lung. For instance, since the P02 is much

ishigher in lung tissue than it is in other tissues (and the PCO,
1ower), lung cells may have special metabolic adaptations which permit

them to function. The lung also has a huge, highly curved alveolar

surface which is stabilized by the pulmonary surfactant. Other organs

probably do not require a substance which is capable of 10wering surface

tension at the air–liquid interface of small air spaces. Certain cellular

elements within lung tissue are apparently specialized for the synthesis,

storage and secretion of this material, which is believed to be a

lipoprotein.

Unfortunately, relatively little is known about lung tissue

metabolism. This thesis is directed at methods for obtaining such

information as well as examining some aspects of glucose metabolism

in lung. I initially asked the question, "How does the lung use

glucose?" The first step towards answering this question was to

determine the best methods for gathering the data. Therefore, I have

compared rat lung tissue slices, which have been used extensively with

other organs, to the isolated perfused rat lung, which has been used

only rarely to gather such data. I wanted to know if the tissue

slices could be used for metabolic studies of lung or if it was

necessary to use the isolated perfused lung.

Metabolic studies with lung tissue are difficult since the blood

supply is enormous for such a relatively small organ. The lung itself

comprises less than 1% of the body weight, yet almost the entire





cardiac output traverses the pulmonary capillary network, Because of

this abundant blood flow, the lung is provided with an excess of

metabolic substrate, including oxygen, glucose, some of the intermediates

of glucose metabolism and free fatty acids. The fractional utilization

of circulating glucose and its intermediates is so small that the

arterial and venous concentrations should be almost identical despite

a significant utilization of these substances by the lung. For instance,

if we assume from in vitro studies that a 1000 gram human lung utilized

6 umoles of glucose per gram of lung per hour, then approximately 100

umoles of glucose would be consumed by the entire lung each minute.

If the cardiac output were 5 liters/minute, then the difference of

glucose concentration between arterial and venous blood would be 20

umoles per liter or 0.36 mg per 100 ml. This difference is about 0.5%

of the glucose concentration normally present in blood. To estimate

the error of glucose determination due to sampling and analysis,

Harris and co-workers (1963) measured glucose concentrations in paired

samples drawn 2 minutes apart from the same vessel. They found a mean

difference of 147 f 87 umoles/liter for 20 paired samples. Thus, the

apparent error due to sampling and analysis was about seven times the

arterial-venous difference of glucose concentration which one would

predict from glucose consumption by lung tissue in vitro. Therefore,

it would be extremely difficult to detect this predicted arterial

venous difference of glucose concentrations and to estimate glucose

utilized by the 1ung. Oxygen consumption by the lung is difficult

to measure in vivo since so much oxygen is present in the alveoli and

blood. In most tissues oxygen consumption can be estimated simply by

measuring the oxygen content in the arterial and venous blood.





In vitro preparations used to study lung metabolism, which include

the use of homogenates, tissue slices, and the perfused lung, may

overcome these difficulties. However, Barron et al (1947) found the

oxygen consumption of lung homogenates to be several fold lower than

that for tissue slices and concluded that the tissue slice method was

superior. Tissue slices have been used to estimate oxygen consumption,

CO2 production, intermediary metabolism, and lipid and protein synthesis.

Two significant disadvantages to the tissue slices are: 1) cells are

injured when the tissue is sliced, 2) the diffusion distances for

oxygen and metabolites are from the cut edge of the slice and are

dependent on the thickness of the tissue slice. These distances are

greater than in the isolated perfused lung.

The isolated perfused lung appears to overcome these disadvantages

of the tissue slices because: 1) the organ is intact, 2) blood flow

is via the capillary bed and therefore the diffusion distances for

metabolites should be normal, and oxygen is available from the alveoli

which are ventilated. However, compared to tissue slices, the isolated

lung is time consuming. It requires two to three days to prepare and

conduct an experiment with an isolated lung whereas 20 experimental

tissue slice flasks can easily be prepared and used in one day.

With the isolated perfused lung it is possible to determine or

control:

1) Blood flow.

2) Pulmonary vascular resistance,

3) Ventilation.

4) Compliance.

5) Edema formation.





In this thesis I describe a procedure to ventilate and perfuse the

isolated rat lung for extended periods without pulmonary edema or

change in compliance. The method permitted the collection of all of

the C02 in contact with the lung for analysis of *co, production by

lung tissue from 14c labeled substrates. Further procedures were

developed for using tissue slices which permitted using similar

conditions for both the isolated perfused lung and the tissue slices.

Some aspects of the metabolism of glucose and of some of its inter

mediates have been estimated and the results obtained from using the

isolated perfused lung are compared to the results obtained from using

the tissue slices.



CHAPTER II: ISOLATED LUNG PERFUSION

Isolated organ perfusions have been used in research for many

decades. Perhaps the most famous is the heart–lung preparation with

which the renowned physiologist and teacher Ernest Henry Starling

demonstrated Starling's Law of the Heart (Knowlton and Starling 1912,

Starling 1918). Evans and Starling (1913) used this preparation to

make the first estimates of pulmonary metabolism in the isolated

tissue. However, edema formation caused the weight of the lungs to

vary to such an extent that the data were reported relative to the

weight of the heart and it was impossible to estimate glucose

utilization per gram of lung tissue. In subsequent years the isolated

perfused lung has been used for a variety of studies and I have found

it convenient to group the numerous articles into the following

general categories:

A. Lung preservation during cardiopulmonary bypass or for lung

transplantation.

B. Pulmonary metabolism of substances which circulate in the

blood.

C. Pulmonary vascular resistance.

D. Mechanism of pulmonary edema formation.

E. Metabolism of lung tissue.

There is considerable overlap among these groups, and while the

interest of a specific team may be directed towards a well defined

goal, there is usually information collected which applies to the

research and interests of other groups.

Lungs from a variety of species have been used including dog,

cat, rabbit and rat lungs. Results may differ from species to species,





but there are underlying principles which apply to all mammals.

A. Lung preservation during cardiopulmonary bypass or for lung

transplantation. A number of investigators have developed isolated

perfused lung preparations to preserve the lung before transplantation

or to maintain the lung during cardiopulmonary bypass. The primary

interest of this group was to have the lungs function well when they

were transplanted. However, the lungs were not necessarily maintained

with normal physiologic (or metabolic) function since they may have

preserved the lungs at low temperature, with low minute ventilation

and perfusion.

Several authors in this group have suggested methods for perfusing

isolated lungs (Donald 1959, Awad et al 1966, Veith et al 1966,

Brownlee et al 1968, and Fisk et al 1969). These investigators have

found that lung transplantation was most successful when the pulmonary

arterial flow was low relative to the in vivo state, that edema was very

likely to occur if the pulmonary artery pressure exceeded 15 – 22 cm H20,2

and that the use of a support animal (that is, the lung was perfused in

series with a second animal) improved the preservation if it was done

for periods of several hours or more.

The value of perfusing the lung to preserve it is controversial.

Cartwright et al (1962) reported that the lung deteriorated during

cardiopulmonary bypass, when the lung was not perfused through the

pulmonary artery. Otto et al (1968) found that excised lungs which

had been perfused for periods up to 24 hours functioned and survived

better after transplantation than a control group which had been

ventilated but not perfused. On the other hand, Blumenstock et al

(1965) felt that satisfactory preservation occurred for periods up to

28 hours if canine lungs were perfused initially with only 250 ml to





remove blood and then the lungs were stored without perfusion at 4°C

in two atmospheres (30 psi) of oxygen. Garzon and his co-workers (1968)

used similar preservation methods for 24 hours and reported little

functional change in lungs which were reimplanted.

In general, this group of investigators has found that lungs which

have been perfused at normal body temperature (37 – 40°C) and with

synthetic perfusates did not function well when they were reimplanted.

The approach has been pragmatic; a systematic study with perfusates of

various compositions has not been done to determine if lung can be

preserved. The reasons for the difficulties in preserving lungs for

extended periods of time continue to be obscure.

B. Pulmonary metabolism of substances which circulate in the blood.

The lung is exceedlingly active in metabolising certain amines, vasoactive

polypeptides, prostaglandins and hormones found in the circulating blood.

This may be one of the most important roles played by the lung, yet it

has been appreciated only in the last decade (Vane 1969). The pulmonary

vascular bed has a huge surface area and since the lung receives virtually

all of the cardiac output, the pulmonary capillary endothelial cells are

in close contact with essentially all of the blood during a single cir

culation time. This undoubtedly facilitates active uptake and metabolism

by lung tissue of blood borne substances.

Lung converts angiotensin I to angiotensin II while other tissues

inactivate both peptides. Bakhle et al (1969) demonstrated that 80%

of the angiotensin I put through an isolated perfused lung was

converted to angiotensin II. Ng and Vane (1968) had shown that the

pulmonary vascular bed contains converting enzyme, the enzyme

responsible for changing angiotensin I to angiotensin II. Less than

30% of the bradykinin injected into the right atrium appeared in the
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ascending aorta (Ferreira and Vane 1967). Depierre and Roth (1972)

speculated that the enzyme responsible for this marked activity is the

same as converting enzyme, namely, dipeptidyl carboxypeptidase which is

most likely associated with the membrane of the capillary endothelium.

When 5-hydroxytryptamine-ºh was perfused through an isolated rat

lung, the peptide was rapidly removed by the tissue and Strum and

Junod (1972) reported that electron microscope audioradiographs showed

90% of the grains over the capillary endothelium.

The isolated perfused lung also promptly metabolized norepinephrine

and acetylcholine as shown by Eiseman and his co-workers (1964). Piper

and Vane (1969) stated that prostaglandins P2 and *2, which were intro

duced into the pulmonary artery of isolated perfused lungs were 95 – 98%

removed. Broder and Schild (1965) and Broder and Taichman (1971) using

an isolated perfused lung developed by Arunlakshana and Schild (1959)

demonstrated that histamine was released from the lungs upon addition

of immune complexes to the perfusate. They suggested that the histamine

was released from mast cells contained in the lung and, along with

Eiseman, speculated that the quantity of histamine released from lung

could have significant systemic effects.

Rosenbloom and Bass (1970) reported a method for perfusing isolated

lungs for use with their studies on drug metabolism. They showed that

the lung concentrated imipramine and desmethylimiprimine and inactivated

these drugs.

The studies done with isolated perfused lungs to evaluate the

metabolism of drugs and polypeptides indicate that lung tissue has

great potential for metabolic activity. However, many of these studies
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were done with perfusing solutions which did not resemble blood or

serum; almost none included protein and some groups even used iso-tonic

saline. All of the studies were done at very low flow rates. In

spite of the fact that there has been little or no attempt on the part

of most groups to develop a preparation which maintains lungs with

normal function for extended periods, the lung has been shown to have

great potential to metabolize circulating substances.

C. Pulmonary vascular resistance. The isolated perfused lung

has been a useful method to study the effects of various agents on

pulmonary blood flow. Daly (1928) was one of the first to use the

isolated perfused lung when he estimated the changes in pulmonary

blood volume caused by positive and negative pressure ventilation.

Lohr (1924) reported that the addition of CO., to the ventilating gas2

led to an increase in the pulmonary vascular resistance (PWR) of the

isolated cat lung. This observation was confirmed by several groups

in a variety of species including cat (Nisell 1948, 1951b and c, Duke

1949a, 1951), dog (Duke 1949a and b) and monkey (Hebb and Nemmo-Smith

1948). Although the reported blood flow was low in these studies, it

decreased markedly during periods of alveolar hypercapnia.

Alveolar hypoxia also increased PVR in the isolated perfused

lungs of cats (Nisell 1948, Duke 1950, 1951, 1954, 1957, Duke

and Killick 1952) and dogs (Hall 1953, Lloyd 1964). These investigators

showed marked changes in the PWR although the flows were quite low.

Nisell (1951a) varied the blood gases without changing the alveolar

gas concentration of perfused cat lung and he reported that a low

Pao and a high Paco 1ed to a decrease in PVR. He discussed the
2 2





10

teleology of a system (first postulated by Euler and Liljestrand 1946)

that would decrease the PVR and hence facilitate pulmonary blood flow

when the pulmonary arterial blood was hypoxic or hypercapnic (as it

might be during exercise when the cardiac output would increase). On

the other hand, blood would be shunted away from alveoli which were

poorly ventilated and hence had a low Pao or high Paco
-2 2

The mechanisms of the hypoxic response have been studied extensively

0

using the isolated perfused lung. Lloyd (1966) concluded that the hypoxic

response was not dependent upon intact nerves. Daly (1938) added histamine

to the perfusate of isolated monkey lungs and found that small doses led

to a fall in the PVR while large doses of histamine led to an increase

in PVR. Hauge (1968) used the isolated perfused rat lung and suggested

that the increase of PWR during hypoxia was probably mediated by the

release of histamine from interstital mast cells and that the histamine

may act locally on the pulmonary vasculature to increase the resistance.

Okpako (1972) confirmed the effects of histamine on the PVR in the

isolated perfused guinea-pig lung. He also demonstrated that prostaglandin

*2, increased, while prostaglandin E2 decreased PVR .

There is a variety of vasoactive substances which affect lung

vascular resistance. Bayley et al (1967) noted that fibrinopeptides,

released during the clotting reaction, had powerful vasoconstrictor

effects. Although they did not use the isolated perfused lung

specifically, this effect may be produced if lungs are perfused with

defibrinated blood and it may be the toxic substance reported by

Newton (1932). Daly and Waaler (1961) reported that excessive handling

of the 1ungs during excision could lead to a release of a vasoactive

substance from the bronchial vasculature in isolated perfused dog lungs.
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Studies on the site and extent of the increase in PVR have been

made in the isolated lung. Glazier and Murray (1971) perfused dog

lungs and stated that hypoxic vasoconstriction occurred in the arteries

while the effect of histamine appeared to be in the veins. They

questioned the role of histamine in the hypoxic response of dog lung.

A number of investigators have studied the distribution of

resistance in the pulmonary vasculature. For instance, Agostoni and

Piper (1962) measured the relative resistance on the arterial and

venous sides of the effective mid-point of the pulmonary capillaries.

They stated 40% of the PVR occurs on the arterial side and 60% on the

venous side. Although unreported, the flow rates were apparently very

low relative to in vivo flow. Low flow rates would effect the distribution

of vascular resistance between arteries, capillaries, and veins. Dog

lungs perfused with blood and filled with air or liquid were studied

by McDonald and Butler (1967) who concluded that when the lungs were

fully distended the largest component of the PVR was in the alveolar

capillary.

The relation of pulmonary blood flow to inflation has also been

evaluated with an isolated perfused lung preparation. Bannister and

Torrance (1960) and Permutt et al (1962) studied the effect of alveolar

pressure on flow. When the alveolar pressure exceeded the venous

pressure, the pressure gradient which determined flow was from the

pulmonary artery to the alveolus rather than the pulmonary artery to

vein. Because the perfused and ventilated lung is exceedingly

sensitive to edema development, this phenomenon is of special interest

to those who use the isolated perfused lung preparation.
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West et al (1964) used the isolated perfused dog lung to determine

the distribution of blood flow and showed that blood flow was greatest

in the lower parts of the lung where the hydrostatic pressure was

greatest and the alveolar pressure would be exceeded by the venous

pressure. Blood flow to the upper zones of the lung was shown by

Maloney et al. (1968) to increase during periods of pulsatile pressure

compared to periods of constant pressure perfusion.

Shunt flow through perfused dog lungs was measured by Cheney et al

(1969) who reported that the pulmonary artery pressure was 10wer after

inflation from a smaller volume than after deflation from a higher

volume. They measured the shunt and concluded that the decrease in

PVR was not due to shunt flow through areas of a telectasis which could

be abolished by hyperinflation.

The effect of blood viscosity upon PVR was studied by Murray et al

(1969). When they increased the hematocrit from zero to 42%, the

pressure necessary to maintain a constant flow increased by less than

20%. There may be some vasodilation or capillary recruitment; however,

the effects of viscosity, though measurable, are likely to be of

relatively little significance in the isolated perfused lung preparation

used for metabolic studies.

In general the investigators interested in the physiology of the

pulmonary circulation have found the isolated perfused lung to be a

preparation from which they can obtain direct information about the

pulmonary vascular bed. Blood flow was often low and hence the results

are qualitative rather than quantitative.
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D. Mechanism of pulmonary edema formation. Pulmonary edema forms

so readily in the isolated perfused 1ung that most investigators have

reduced pressures and flow to avoid the edema. Therefore, most studies

done using the isolated perfused lung have flow rates only a fraction of

the predicted values for normal lungs in vivo. The development of

pulmonary edema can be determined in the isolated perfused lung since,

in addition to direct observation of the gross appearance, pulmonary

edema can be related to changes in blood flow, ventilation or an

increase of lung weight.

Pulmonary edema has been produced in lungs by increasing the

perfusing pressure or the outflow pressures or by decreasing the colloid

pressure in the perfusate. Matsuoka (1915) produced what he called

obstructive edema in a dog heart–lung preparation by introducing an

aortic resistance. This led to congestion and development of gross

edema. Barry (1923) added saline to the blood, which reduced the

colloid osmotic pressure. He concluded that this was the principal

cause of pulmonary edema formation. Newton (1932) proposed that edema

formation in the cat heart–lung preparation was due to a toxic substance

released from the defibrinated blood. He also found that the lung

appeared to reduce the amount of this toxic material in blood.

Zinberg (1949) systematically produced edema in perfused rat

lungs by increasing the pulmonary arterial pressure or by perfusing

with a Ringers solution low in colloids. Once edema began to form in

the lungs, the process could be reversed by addition of colloid in the

form of 3 - 4% gelatin. Unfortunately, he too perfused with very low

flow rates. Hughes et al. (1958) estimated the rate of edema formation

in perfused rabbit lungs while increasing pulmonary arterial pressures

to 40 torr. Edema formed very quickly in their preparation but their
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estimate of weight gain was crude in that they measured the ratio of

lung weight to heart weight.

Lunde (1967) did a comprehensive study of some factors which tend

to delay the onset of pulmonary edema in the isolated perfused rabbit

lung. He used physiological flow rates and judged that edema was

present when the lung weight increased by 25%. Using Krebs-Ringers

bicarbonate as a perfusate, he was able to perfuse for approximately

one hour before the weight increased to this point. With rabbit or

horse plasma as a perfusate the lung did not gain weight for 2.5

hours, while with rabbit or horse whole blood, the weight gain was

delayed for 7 – 9 hours. The removal or addition of thrombocytes had

no effect on the length of time before edema developed. The formation

of dedima did, however, appear to be related directly to the hematocrit.

That is, as the hematocrit was increased, edema formation was delayed.

Other investigators who have used a technique similar to Lunde's to

investigate pulmonary blood flow and edema development are Hauge (1968),

Lunde and Waaler (1969), Nicolaysen (1969, 1970, 1971a and b), Bq et al

(1971) and Hovig et al (1971).

Using an isogravimetric perfused lung technique Gaar and co-workers

(1969) estimated pulmonary capillary pressure and showed that as the

pulmonary capillary pressure was increased there was a tendency for

pulmonary edema to develop. Goldenberg et al (1969) further showed

with electron photomicrographs taken sequentially as edema developed

that edema formation proceeded from perivascular swelling to swelling

of the ground substance. West et al (1965) showed that edema in the

isolated perfused dog lung produced by increased pulmonary venous

pressure led to an increase of pulmonary vascular resistance in the
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dependent zone of the 1ung. They related this increase in vascular

resistance to perivascular edema which they thought reduced the

diameter of the pulmonary arteries. However, Ritchie et al (1969)

duplicated the experimental conditions and using rapid freezing

techniques failed to confirm that perivascular edema formation closed

pulmonary vessels.

Lunde and Waaler (1969) separated two components of weight gain

when they studied transvascular fluid balance in isolated perfused

rabbit lungs by increasing the pulmonary arterial pressure in a

stepwise manner. There was a rapid initial increase in weight which

they thought was due to vascular filling. With a series of 10w

pressure increments, there was a slower and smaller component which

came to equilibrium in several minutes and was probably related to

a fluid flux out of the vascular bed into the interstitium. These

small fluid fluxes would establish a new transvascular fluid balance.

They postulated a small extravascular compartment with a high fluid

colloid osmotic pressure where only a small increase in volume would

1ead to a new equilibrium. This small compartment is consistent with

edema in the perivascular space described by others. Iliff (1970)

consistently found cuffing around arteries, veins and airways when

greyhound lungs had increased in weight by 4 – 6% due to increased

vascular pressures.

Nicolaysen (1969, 1970, 1971a) using the same technique to

perfuse rabbit lungs as Lunde (1967) and Hauge (1968) showed that

edema would develop if the chelators ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid

(EDTA) and ethyleneglycoltetraacetic acid (EGTA), which would reduce

the ionic concentration of calcium or calcium and magnesium, were
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added to the perfusate. The effect was reversed if calcium was added

to the perfusate. Two mechanisms for fluid movement across exchange

vessels were postulated by Nicolaysen (1971b). 1) Hydraulic conductivity

increased permitting water to cross the endothelium when the ionic

calcium level of the perfusate was lowered. 2) Conductivity increased

for both water and large molecules when the ionic concentrations of

both calcium and magnesium were lowered. Hauge and Nicolaysen (1971)

showed that no change in capillary permeability occurred to water or to

water and protein in response to histamine, bradykinin or hypoxia.

Hovig et al (1971) postulated that fluid movement was across the

thinnest part of the alveolar - capillary barrier because no changes

could be observed in the intracellular clefts of the endothelial cells

in election micrographs of control and edematous isolated lungs.

Such studies with isolated perfused lungs have led to an increased

understanding of the patho-physiology of pulmonary edema formation.

The studies done by Lunde, Hauge, Nicolaysen, B4, Hovig and their

co-workers are especially important since the perfusion rates are within

physiological limits. These investigators, who have all used essentially

similar techniques, have been successful in maintaining a preparation in

what appears to be a relatively normal state for extended periods. It

will be interesting to pursue further studies of this nature and try to

correlate pulmonary edema not only with mechanical stimuli (such as an

increase in PVR of perfusing pressure) but also with metabolic events

(low calcium or magnesium, toxic substances which might lead to edema

formation, and the possible effects of substrate lack on edema formation).

E. Metabolism of lung tissue. In 1934 Evans et al reported that

lung tissue (in the perfused heart–lung preparation) converts glucose
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to lactate. A number of previous investigators had failed to find any

metabolic activity in 1ung tissue and this paper by Evans et al was the

first real confirmation that lung is a metabolically active tissue and

not just a passive organ specialized for gaseous exchange. Even so,

until recent years the metabolic activity of lung tissue has not been

studied as much as other tissues. Lochner (1959) and Hirche et al

(1964) studied the isolated dog lung which was cross perfused from a

donor animal. They estimated oxygen consumption, glucose utilization,

lactate production, and concluded that lung in vitro differs from lung

in vivo. It is possible that the experimental technique used by these

investigators did indeed make the in vitro preparation different from

in vivo lung. Lochner (1959) could not account for the oxygen consumed

by lung tissue on the basis of glucose utilization and he postulated

that the lung must utilize other substrates, stored carbohydrates or

fats.

On the other hand, Weber and Visscher (1969) made similar measure

ments with an isolated perfused dog lung and reported that only 50% of

the glucose utilized can be accounted for by oxidation and lactate

formation. They further stated that lung utilizes carbohydrate almost

exclusively. We (O'Neil et al 1969) reported that rat lung appeared

glucose dependent and that free fatty acids were probably incorporated

into phospholipids rather than oxidized. Nasr and Heineman (1965) had

reported that part of the radioactivity of a “c-acetate dose appeared

in the free fatty acids of the perfusate from an isolated perfused

rabbit lung. This would support the view that lung tissue actively

systhesizes lipids rather than oxidizing them.
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Iida (1968) studied the lipolytic activity in the isolated perfused

dog lung by adding heparin to the perfusate. He suggested that lung is

active in lipid catabolism. After further studies with the isolated

perfused lung, we reported that significant quantities of a “c-palmitic

acid dose were converted to *co, by rat 1ung (O'Neil and Tierney, 1971a

and b). We postulated that the lung may require glucose for the production

of reduced coenzyme (NADPH) via the pentose pathway of glucose oxidation,

but that lung can oxidize other substrates as well.

Koga (1954, 1956, 1958a, b, c and d) used an isolated perfused

rabbit lung to evaluate some aspects of carbohydrate metabolism. Levey

and Gast (1966) perfused rat lungs for up to three hours and measured

the glucose consumption and lactate production as an index of tissue

viability.

The studies which deal with pulmonary metabolism either do not

state how well the preparation was perfused or the reported flow rates

were significantly below predicted normal. In general, the goal of

these studies was not to determine tissue metabolism but some other

aspect of lung physiology. The metabolic data was incidental. However,

an understanding of pulmonary metabolism may be necessary before one

can understand the physiology of blood flow and edema formation. Since

the isolated perfused lung can be used to link metabolism to lung

function, it is likely that the use of isolated perfused lungs will be

of greater importance in coming years.

METHODS TO PERFUSE ISOLATED RAT LUNGS

An isolated perfused preparation which is acceptable for metabolic

and physiologic studies should have at 1east the following character

istics. Blood (or perfusate) flow should be in the normal range
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observed in vivo. PVR should not rise excessively. Compliance should

be constant throughout the perfusion period. Edema should not develop.

Metabolic activity such as glucose utilization, lactate production, or

“co, production from radiolabelled substrates should continue actively

until the end of a perfusion and be reproducible from study to study.

The isolated perfused lung described in this paper meets these

requirements; however, the preparation is a delicate one and I was

occasionally unsuccessful in one respect or another for reasons that are

not understood. This may be due to a number of physical factors such as

placement of the perfusion cannula in the pulmonary artery, physical

trauma to the 1ungs during the surgical removal, effects of drying on

the pleural surface during the preparation, composition of the perfusate

or, one must suppose, due to the nutritional, physical and perhaps even

the emotional state of the animal from which the lungs were removed.

For instance, if an animal were allowed to get very excited before it

was anesthetized, there may be hormones released which might have long

acting effects on the perfused lung.

The methods which I used to perfuse isolated 1ungs have been

adapted from those used by Mayes and Felts (1966, Miller et al 1951)

to perfuse the isolated liver. The perfusion technique and the

perfusion apparatus were considerably modified but the basic principles

of perfusing isolated livers has greatly influenced my approach to

the lung. This preparation has the advantage that all gas which

was in contact with either the 1ung or the perfusing medium was

passed through a NaOH solution which captured all of the C0 It2"

was thereby possible to estimate the amount of *co, which had been

produced by the lung after 14c labeled substrates had been added to
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the medium.

My major interest has been the interrelationship between lung

metabolism and lung function. Because information regarding normal

lung metabolism (and in vitro metabolism) is, for the most part,

unavailable, it has been necessary to collect data on this subject.

The first step (which is the subject of this thesis) was to develop

the isolated perfused lung and compare it to lung tissue slices in

terms of glucose metabolism.

Experimental animals

I perfused the lungs of white male Wistar descendant rats weighing

between 250 and 400 g. All of the animals were specific pathogen free

(SPF) and until shipment from the breeding laboratories' were barrier

sustained. Since rats kept in vivarium facilities typically develop

a pneumonitis which makes the lungs unsuitable for metabolic or

physiologic studies the colony was housed in a private room so that

contact with other animals was eliminated. Older animals which had a

longer opportunity to contact an infection, and hence might be carriers,

were removed from the colony. Histologic examination of the lungs from

control animals and of perfused lungs showed no evidence of infection.

Perfusate preparation

The medium which I used to perfuse the isolated lung was identical

to that used as a bath for the tissue slices. I used a modified Krebs

Ringers bicarbonate (KRB) solution which is described in Table 1.

"Hilltop Lab Animals, P. o. Box 25, chatsworth, California 91311





TABLE 1. Composition of incubation and perfusion medium

(a) Krebs-Ringers bicarbonate solution

g/L mM

NaCl 6.9 118

NaHCO, 2.1 20.2

CaCl2 .56 5.0

KC1 . 35 4.7

MgSO, . 29 2.4

KH2PO, .16 1.2

(b) Additives

Amount/100 ml

%

Albumin 5 g

Glucose 75 mg

Free fatty acids 12 mg

Mixed amino acids 50 mg
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Glucose, mixed animo acids", albuminº, and free fatty acids” (FFA) were

added as described in Table 1. During preparation of the KRB solution

it was important that 5% CO., be continually passed over or through the2

solution to equilibrate the medium with respect to the PCO, and

bicarbonate concentration. This lowered the pH slightly and kept the

calcium salts in solution.

At a pH of 7.4 free fatty acids (FFA) are insoluble in aqueous

solutions; however, they could be dissolved if they were bound to

albumin. The FFA were neutralized and dissolved in about 1 ml of

water by the dropwise addition of 0.1 N KOH and heating. The final

pH of the dissolved FFA was alkaline. The albumin was dissolved in

the KRB solution. The solution of FFA was cooled to about 37°C and

rapidly poured into the albumin solution which had been heated to about

40°C. Rapid vigorous mixing was required to allow the free fatty acids

to complex to the albumin. The pH was adjusted to approximately 7.4

using 0.1 N NaOH and the medium was filtered through Whatman #44

filter paper.

Washed erythrocytes were added to the perfusate in a11 experiments

to provide a source of carbonic anhydrase (CA). Preliminary experiments

with Nah*co added to the perfusate indicated a more rapid 10ss of3

“co, when erythrocytes were present (Figure 8). Carbonic anhydrase

catalyzes the interraction between CO2 and HCO3 as follows:

Stuart Amino Acids. Stuart Division, Atlas Chemical Industries, Inc.,
Pasadena, California 91109

*Bovine Albumin Powder, Fraction V from Bovine Plasma. Metrix Division,
Armour Pharmaceutical Company, Chicago, Illinois 60690 or Pentex Bovine
Albumin Fraction V Powder, fatty acid free. Research Products Division,
Miles Laboratories, Inc., Kankakee, Illinois 60901

*Palmitic acid, A grade. Cal Biochem, Los Angeles, California 90054
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CA
-> → ...+

H20 + CO2 +- H2CO3 H + HCO,

I drew the blood and prepared the erythrocytes shortly before use.

A rat was anesthetized with halothane (Fluothane') from a Fluotec

Mark III* and I made a midline incision from the lower abdomen to the

xiphoid process to expose the aorta. The blood was drawn into a

disposable plastic syringe through an 18 gauge needle inserted into

the aorta at the bifurcation. Heparin was avoided since it activates

the enzyme lipoprotein lipase (Korn 1958). This enzyme, which is

present in the lung (Heinemann 1961), will hydrolyze triglycerides to

fatty acids at a rapid rate and complicate the estimation of free fatty

acid oxidation. The freshly drawn blood was gently put into a glass

beaker, defibrinated with wooden applicator sticks and then filtered

through glass wool which removed small clots not collected during

defibrination and presumably removed most of the platelets (Cutts 1970).

The blood was centrifuged at approximately 2000 x g for 10 min at 4°C,

the buffy coat and the top of the RBC pack were pipetted off and the

cells were resuspended in saline. The centrifugation with removal of

the saline and top of the erythrocyte pack was repeated and the

remaining cells were stored at 4°C until used.

0.1 ml of washed erythrocytes were used per 100 ml of medium.

The erythrocytes were washed to remove white blood cells and keep

the perfusate as metabolically inert as possible (Table 3 shows the

"Ayerst Laboratories, Inc., New York, New York 10017
2
Fluotec, Fraser Sweatman, Inc., Lancaster, New York
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activity of the perfusate when no lungs were present in the system).

The osmolarity of the medium, measured by freezing point depression in

an Advanced osmometer", was 310 mosM.

Perfusion apparatus

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the system which I used to

perfuse the isolated lungs.

I used 5% CO., in air or 5% CO., in oxygen to ventilate the isolated2 2

lungs, and the same gas was passed over the perfusion medium to collect

the 1*co . The gas was first warmed by passing it through several2

meters of tubing coiled inside the temperature controlled perfusion

cabinet, and then humidified by bubbling through a fritted glass

cylinder which was submerged about 6 cm in deionized water. A

pressure limiter prevented pressures within the system greater than

2.5 cm H20 above or below atmospheric pressure. The rate of gas flow

leaving the system was set to approximately 300 ml/min by regulating

the vacuum which drew the gas through the NaOH solution. By observing

the pressure limiter and regulating the gas inflow, I adjusted the

pressure within the perfusion apparatus to approximately 1 cm H20
less than atmospheric pressure. The pressure limiter was so sensitive

that even the volume change of the lungs with ventilation could be

followed by the change in the height of the meniscus in the center

tube. A leak in the system was usually obvious by the damping of this

movement and it could be corrected by checking fittings until the rise

"Advanced Instruments, Inc., 300 Kenneth Street, Newton Highlands,
Massachusetts 02161
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and fall of the meniscus returned to its proper excursion. I found

that by observing the pressure limiter even a slight 1eak could be

detected. However, since the pressure in the system was less than

ambient pressure, room air could enter the system when a leak occurred

but no “co, would be lost.

Figure 1 shows the path of the gas as it passed through the

perfusion apparatus. From the pressure limiter the gas passed into

the perfusion vessel which contained the isolated lungs and a reservoir

of perfusion medium. Close contact of gas and perfusion medium was

maintained as the gas passed up a large bore tube (diameter = 1.3 cm)

to the overflow reservoir. The perfusate which flowed out of the

overflow reservoir passed down this large bore tube to the perfusion

vessel and the gas passed in the opposite direction and created a

counter current. The gas passed directly from the overflow reservoir

out of the temperature controlled cabinet and through the C02 trap2

(Figure 2) which contained a fritted cylinder submerged in about 30 ml

of 2 N NaOH. The gas from the perfusion apparatus bubbled through

this solution and CO2 was retained as Na2 CO3 as illustrated with

the following reaction:

CO2 + 2 NaOH → Na2CO3 + H20

The methods used to estimate the radioactivity in the “co, are

described in Chapter IV.

The isolated lungs were ventilated with the same gas mixture

which was passed through the perfusion apparatus. I used a small
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FIGURE 3. Schematic diagram of the small animal respirator. Hg =
mercury filled escape valve – adjustable 0 - 20 torr,
controls maximum inspiration pressure. H.,0) = water
filled escape valve – adjustable 0 – 10 cm H.,0, controls
end expiratory pressure. A, B and C = solenöid valves to
control the respiratory cycle. These are synchronized to
the movement of the piston. Tidal volume is adjustable
0 – 20 ml.
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animal respirator' which was built for use with the isolated perfused

rat lungs. This respirator is illustrated schematically in Figure 3.

The expiratory gasses from the lung, along with all other gas which

passed through the perfusion apparatus, were put through the CO, trap.2

The perfusate passed through a set of tubes as illustrated in

Figure 4. Thick walled amber latex tubing was used in the perfusion

apparatus to minimize the loss of *co, by diffusion. I estimated

the maximum loss of “co, due to diffusion through the walls of the

latex tubing to be 0.03% per hour or less. To make this estimate I

put a quantity of Nah"co in a piece of tubing 30 cm long with an3

excess of strong acid to produce the “co, and tied the ends of the

tube securely. This piece of tubing was put in a closed vessel along

with 0.5 ml of a quaternary amine” solution. If “co, diffused through

the tubing wall, it would be trapped in the NCS. I then estimated the

radioactivity in the NCS to see how much of the 1*co escaped. The2

“co, loss through the wall of the latex tubing was negligible.

From the small reservoir at the bottom of the perfusion flask,

the perfusate passed through a filter of clean linen cloth and was

pumped to the overflow reservoir. The perfusion pump” could be varied

over a wide range and I adjusted the rate to be slightly in excess of

*Mr. W. C. Tindley and staff of the Laboratory Instrument Workshops at
The Royal Veterinary College, London, NW 1, England are responsible for
the design and construction of the small animal respirator.

*NCs, Amersham/Searle, G. D. Searle, 2636 Clearbrook Drive, Arlington
Heights, Illinois 60005

*Model 5M0053, Roller Blood Pump, Travenol Laboratories, Inc., , Morton
Grove, Illinois 60053
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FIGURE 4.
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the perfusion rate of the isolated lungs by keeping a small quantity of

perfusate continually running down the large bore tubing and back into

the reservoir where it was mixed by a magnetic stirrer with a teflon

coated stirring bar.

Flow through the isolated lungs was estimated using a bubble flow

meter. A 1.00 ml measuring pipette was drawn out at the mouthpiece

end to permit easy attachment of the perfusing tubes. A bubble,

introduced into the stream, was timed as it passed through the

graduation marks on the horizontal pipette and flow was calculated in

ml/min. A bubble trap kept these bubbles from entering the pulmonary

vascular bed. A screw clamp placed on the perfusion tube allowed a

reduction in the flow of perfusate through the lungs.

Isolation and perfusion of the lungs

I anesthetized each rat by placing it in a 2000 ml beaker which

contained 5% halothane. The rat was then secured to a rat board while

anesthesia was maintained with 3% halothane delivered to a hood placed

over his head. I made a midline neck incision and performed a

tracheostomy by tying a piece of PE 205 tubing about 2.5 cm long into

the trachea. The 3% halothane was then directed over the tracheostomy

tube.

I made a midline incision from the lower abdomen to the xiphoid

process and two incisions parallel to the costal margins and 2 – 3 cm

below them extending from the midline to the flank. The midline

incision was continued through the xiphoid process to the neck keeping

the incision between the internal mammary arteries. The respirator

was immediately connected to the tracheostomy tube and the animal

ventilated with 5 - 6 ml 13 times a minute using 3% halothane. ' To
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open the thorax the chest wall was retracted with small wire hooks on

rubber bands attached to the side of the rat board. Some caution was

necessary since, if the chest wall was retracted too strongly, the

ribs might break leaving a sharp stump which could puncture or tear

a lobe. The thymus was then removed by blunt dissection 1eaving the

heart and great vessels exposed.

I used a curved surgeon's needle (size 4, 1/2 inch circle)

mounted in a small handle to pass a ligature around the pulmonary

artery and aorta near the heart. This ligature was used to tie the

perfusion cannula in place.

The perfusion cannula was a piece of PE 205 intramedic tubing,

about 20 cm long and attached to a tubing connector with a female luer

lock. This was connected initially to a 30 ml syringe which was filled

with perfusate at 37 - 38°C. I passed this cannula through a needle

shaft about three cim long and of an internal diameter that fitted

closely to the cannula. The needle shaft was advanced over the tip

of the cannula and the point of the needle shaft used to gain entry

into the right ventricle. The cannula was then advanced through the

needle shaft, past the semilunar valves and tied into the pulmonary

artery. To prevent an air embolus I maintained a constant flow of

perfusate through the cannula during the entire procedure. This

provided an uninterrupted switch from the animal's own circulation to

the perfusate. Anesthetic was discontinued while I continued to

perfuse the 1ungs at a slow rate (five ml in one minute). I cut away

as much of the heart as possible primarily to free the venous outflow

but also to remove the possibility of *co production by the heart2

tissue.
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When the thorax was first opened, the inflated lungs were pink.

As the blood was perfused out by the medium the lungs blanched. If the

lungs did not blanch completely and immediately, they were considered

inadequate.

I gently lifted on the tracheal cannula and dissected the lungs

free from the thorax. The perfusion cannula was clamped, disconnected

from the syringe and reconnected to the appropriate tube in the

perfusion cabinet. I used great care to avoid introducing any air

into the perfusion cannula and hence into the pulmonary circulation.

Flow was checked and adjusted if necessary. If flow was 1ess than

15 ml/min with the overflow reservoir 25 cm above the lungs, they

were considered inadequate. Tidal volume was adjusted so that the

maximum inspiratory pressure was 12 cm H20 and the end expiratory2

pressure was 3.5 cm H20. This volume was usually about 3.5 ml.

Frequency was set at 13 which was the highest frequency available

with the small animal ventilator.

The time elapsed between the beginning of the operation and the

placement of the 1ungs within the perfusion cabinet was less than 15

minutes and it took less than six minutes from the time the cannula

was introduced into the right ventricle until the lungs were in place

in the perfusion cabinet.

Care in handling the lungs

The lungs were extremely delicate and considerable care was

required not to injure them during the surgical removal and transfer

into the perfusion cabinet. It was important not to touch the lungs

with fingers, ligature, a sponge or swab and also that the pleural

surfaces of the 1ungs did not dry at any time. Any trauma led to a
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hemorrhagic area and on occasion to pulmonary edema. Gross dissection

indicated that a hemorrhagic area was only on the pleural surface and,

occasionally, slightly underneath it. Pulmonary edema, when close to

the surface, was recognized by an opaque appearance, presumably as the

alveolar spaces filled with fluid. Trauma did not always lead to

pulmonary edema; however, it seems as though there was a sequence of

trauma producing a hemorrhagic area which led to pulmonary edema.

Daly and Waaler (1961) postulated that handling of the lungs caused

release of a vasoactive substance from the bronchial circulation. I

have seen no evidence of this in rat lungs; however, I used great care

to avoid even mild forms of trauma.

Perfusion rates

The perfusion rate was adjusted by increasing the resistance

produced by the screw clamp on the perfusion cannula (Figure 4) until

the measured flow was 16 – 18 ml/min. This resistance was not adjusted

again during the course of the experimental period and, as shown in

Figure 5, the average flow of all experiments decreased in the 90

minute period by approximately 20%. In some experiments no decrease

occurred; however, flow never increased with time. I have been

unable to observe any relation between flow and lung metabolism.

I also estimated the pulmonary artery pressure that was present

at the beginning of the experiment. This averaged 17 cm H20. At the

end of an experiment, the tip of the perfusion cannula was inserted

into a T-tube and a variable resistance on the outflow arm of the

T-tube was adjusted until the flow equaled that present at the start

of the experiment. A column of water would then rise vertically in

the side arm of the T-tube. The height of this column represented
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30 minute periods + one standard deviation.
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the pressure in the pulmonary artery at the flow present at the

start of the experiment. As the flow rate decreased (increase in

pulmonary vascular resistance) the pressure in the pulmonary artery

increased.

Lung weights

At the end of the experimental period, lobes of the lung were

dissected free at the hilum, blotted 1 ightly, and weighed. I did not

weigh the lungs at the beginning of the perfusion period since I was

concerned that there be no periods of non-perfusion while the lungs

were being transferred to the cabinet.

Figure 6 shows the weights of the lungs after the perfusion

period plotted against the body weight of the animal from which the

lungs were taken. A series of 60 controls has also been analyzed

and the solid line is the regression line f two standard deviations.

There is no difference between the two groups.

Measurement of compliance change

A differential pressure transducer (Statham Model PM 6 # 1 – 350)"

was used to measure the transpulmonary pressure of the lungs. One

side of the transducer was connected to the expiratory tube and the

other side was fitted via a rubber stopper to the sampling port in the

perfusion flask. The transducer was connected to a Beckman Type R

Dynograph”. The compliance change was less than 5% during the course

of a typical 90 minute perfusion. If compliance did fall, it was

'stathan Laboratories, Inc., Oxnard, California 93030

*Beckman Instruments, Inc., 3900 River Road, Schiller Park,
Illinois 60176
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usually associated with a marked change in perfusate flow with the

development of pulmonary edema and a gain in lung weight. Such a

lung was considered unacceptable for this study.

Uniformity of perfusion

At the end of the perfusion I added 1 ml of carbon black (aqueous

suspension of India Ink) to the perfusate of three lungs to confirm

that the isolated lung was completely perfused. The 1ungs had a

uniformly dark appearance and when cut in cross section were of

uniform color throughout. Figure 7 is a photograph of lungs which had

carbon black added to the perfusate at the end of the experiment.

Histologic examination revealed the carbon particles to be distributed

throughout the vascular bed of the lung.

pH measurement

I used a Radiometer 271 pH meter for all pH measurements with the

perfusate or reagents. The pH of the perfusate fell approximately 0.1

unit during the course of the perfusions which was probably related to

the lactate production by lung tissue.

Perfusate protein concentration

Since colloid osmotic pressure in the perfusate was a significant

force tending to counteract edema formation, I was concerned that the

glassware used in the perfusion might denature or precipitate the

protein in the perfusate. Therefore, I did a series of estimations of

the perfusate protein concentrations. Table 2 shows the results of

these analyses. There was no significant change in the protein

concentration during the course of a 90 minute perfusion.

"Radiometer A/S Copenhagen NW Demmark
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FIGURE 7.

(a)

(b)

Photographs of isolated perfused lungs: a) in perfusion

flask during a perfusion, b) after addition of carbon

black to perfusate at end of study. One lobe is cut in

cross section to display the distribution of the carbon

black in the parenchyma.



TABLE 2. Perfusate protein concentration

Protein Concentration (mg/ml)

Exp. No. Zero 90 minutes

89 47 47.4

90 49 47.4

91 47.4 47.0

92 48.4 49.0

93 47.4 47.4

94 47.2 47.2
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MEASUREMENT OF SUBSTRATE UTILIZATION BY THE ISOLATED PERFUSED LUNG

The techniques already described in this chapter provide a method

for studying rat lungs which are isolated. I determined the amount of

“co, produced by the lung tissue when radiolabelled substrates were

added to the perfusate and I analyzed the perfusate to estimate substrate

utilization (or production) by lung tissue. Finally I have looked at

changes in the lung itself by measuring blood flow, compliance and

weight gain.
-

Use of radiolabelled substrates

The radiolabelled substrates used in various experiments were

1–14c and 6-"c-glucose" and 1-"c-palmitate". I added approximately

10 uC before the lungs were placed into the cabinet so that the lung

was exposed to radioactive substrate as soon as it was transferred.

C-glucose was dissolved in saline and the appropriate amount was

pipetted directly into the perfusate. It was necessary to attach the

“c-palmitic acid to albumin using the methods described for preparing

the perfusate.

Calculation of substrate oxidation from use of radiolabelled substrates

I routinely analyzed a sample of the perfusate directly in the

scintillation counting solution (Chapter IV). The specific activity

of the substrate was calculated knowing the volume of perfusate

originally present, the concentration of the labeled substrate, and

the total dpm. For example, if 27.5 ml of perfusate with a concentration

of 100 mg 7 glucose (556 umoles glucose/100 ml) contained 22 x 10% dpm

the specific activity was:

(Total dpm) : (Perfusate volume x Substrate concentration) =

"New England Nuclear, 575 Albany Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02118
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(22 x 10° dpm) # (27.5 ml x 5.56 pmoles glucose/ml) =

1.43 x 10° dpm/umole glucose.

Furthermore, if 3 x 10% dpm appeared as 14 C02, it would mean that

21 umoles of the glucose present in the perfusate at the beginning of

the experiment was oxidized to C02.
Sampling

In the isolated perfused lung preparation a sample of the

perfusate was taken by inserting a syringe needle through the latex

tubing and withdrawing the volume required. I used a 22 or 23 gauge

needle since when it was withdrawn, fluid did not leak out of the

latex tubing at the site of the puncture.

Perfusate analysis

I analyzed the perfusate for changes in the pH or in the

concentration of glucose, lactate, 1actate dehydrogenase or free

fatty acids. These analyses are described in Chapter IV. Table 3

shows a summary of control studies done on the perfusate with respect

to “co, production from 1–14c and 6-"c-glucose and 1-"c-palmitate
oxidation, lactate production and glucose consumption. The contribution

of the perfusate to the measured metabolism was small, being less than

1% of the activity of lung tissue. Any change in the perfusate 1evel

of these substrates was presumably due to metabolism by lung tissue.

Samples were taken from the perfusate at zero time and at 90 minutes.

One objective for this thesis was to compare the metabolic activity

of the isolated and perfused lung with lung tissue slices. Since I used

the same ratio of lung tissue weight to perfusate volume in both

experimental situations, the contribution by the perfusate to the total

measurable metabolism should have been equal with both the isolated
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TABLE 3. Substrate utilization in 90 minutes by perfusate circulating

through the system with no lungs present

Amount/ Potential Error

in Lung Metabolism90 Minutes

Lactate Production Not Detectable None

Glucose Consumption 0.02 mg < 1%

“co, Production From :

14 o1- C-glucose 0.008 mg < 1%

6-"c-glucose Not Detectable None

“c-lactate Not Detectable None

1-"c-palmitate Not Detectable None
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perfused lung and the tissue slices and any differences in the results

using these two methods would be dependent upon lung metabolism.

Bacterial contamination

Organisms such as bacteria could readily grow in the medium which

I used in these studies. If they were present in sufficient quantities

to contribute to the metabolism, penicillin and streptomycin could

have been added to the perfusate to inhibit bacterial growth.

However, Baudach et al. (1971) have shown that antibiotics used

with Tris-(hydroxymethyl)amino methane (THAM) led to a reduction in the

oxygen consumption of tissue slices when measured in a tissue respirometer.

I therefore avoided the use of antibiotics and I avoided contamination

by the following procedures:

1) All glassware was soaked and washed in detergent, then

thoroughly rinsed. It was then placed in a self-cleaning

oven which attained temperatures in excess of 450°C. This

removed any organic residues, including 14c.

2) All bits and pieces such as connectors, stoppers, T-tubes,

Y-tubes, and filter parts were soaked and washed in detergent

and then thoroughly rinsed.

3) All tubing which contacted the perfusate was replaced before

each use of the perfusion apparatus with new tubing which

was thoroughly rinsed.

4) All solutions were prepared immediately before the start of

the perfusion. The blood for use in the perfusate was also

drawn fresh each day.

A bacterial count done at the end of a 90 minute perfusion showed

a maximum of 20,000 bacteria/ml. This corresponds to approximately
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10-4 mg/27 ml of perfusate. If I assume a ôo, of one ml 02/mg bacteria

in 60 minutes (Giese 1964), the oxygen consumption represented by the

bacterial contamination at 90 minutes is insignificant relative to the

metabolism of the lung tissue present.

Heart metabolism

Some heart muscle tissue is present in the large vessels and in

rat extends up the pulmonary artery and back on the pulmonary vein

into the lung parenchymal tissue. Since tissue slices were dissected

free at the hilum, more of this tissue was present in the isolated

lung and could augment the measured metabolism. To estimate the

possible extent of this contribution, the lungs were dissected free

at the hilum after a 90 minute perfusion. The remaining structures,

including the trachea, parts of the esophagus, pleura, some of the

great vessels and about 2 cm of the perfusion cannula, were placed in

the outer well of a center well flask with some of the perfusion

fluid. This flask was gassed with 5% CO2 in 02 and shaken in the

Dubnoff Metabollic Shaker for an additional 90 minutes. At the end

of this time NCS was added to the center well to collect the CO2

(including “co,) and acid was added to the outer well to kill the

tissue and release CO2 from the medium. The amount of *co,
collected in the center well was 2% of the tº tal CO2 collected during

the course of the experiment. Although this is a measurable amount

it could not be responsible for a statistically significant

difference between the isolated perfused lung and the tissue slices.

Analysis of the gas phase for “co,

All of the CO2 which was in the perfusion system, including that
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which was contained in the gas which passed through the apparatus and

that which was produced by the lungs, was collected. A calculation of

the amount of CO2 which would be collected in a 30 minute period if 5%

CO2 was passed through the CO

30 ml of 2N NaOH exceeds by a factor of three the amount necessary to

2 traps at 300 ml/minute indicates that

collect the CO., . To confirm that no radioactivity passed the CO2 traps,2

I placed an extra CO., trap into the system so that the gas first passed2

through the trap used to collect the CO., normally and then through the2
14

extra trap. I detected no C02 in the extra trap after 90 minutes.

Therefore, the CO., trap was adequate to collect all of the C0, which2 2

passed through the perfusion apparatus plus that which was produced by

the perfused lung.

The "co, collected could come from the exhaled gases or from the

gas flowing over the perfusate. I estimated that about 60% of the

“co, exchange actually occurred within the lungs and exited as part of

the exhaled gas since when I inadvertently did not collect the

expiratory gases, the amount of “co, collected in the CO2 trap was

reduced by two-thirds. Therefore, the lungs themselves probably

provide adequate exchange of CO2 between the medium and the gas phase.2

In order to establish the effectiveness of the perfusion apparatus

alone I have evaluated the “co, washout in the system without lungs

present. When Nah"co, was added to the perfusion medium and the

perfusate put through the usual tubing, the 1/2 time of “co, washout

was less than five minutes. This was estimated by collecting the CO

in the trap at five minute intervals. The amount of “co, collected

2

in each interval was plotted on semi-log paper against time and the

1/2 time of "co, washout was estimated. The plot of “co, washout,
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with no lungs present in the system and with and without carbonic

anhydrase, is shown in Figure 8.

I measured the “co, production from the time the lungs were

placed into the perfusion cabinet (zero time). The lungs were removed

at 90 minutes and I continued to collect *co an additional 15
2

minutes to allow sufficient time to collect any CO2 retained in the

perfusate as dissolved CO2 Or a S NaHCO3.
Lung analyses

When the lungs were removed at the termination of the experiment,

they were dissected free at the hilum, blotted lightly on a 4 x 4 gauze

pad, and weighed. In some instances I took sections for histologic

examination. In this case I always took a piece of tissue from the

left upper lobe that was cut through the hilum on an anterior posterior

plane across the lung.

Effects of anesthetic on tissue metabolism

I selected halothane as an anesthetic since it has a high air/water

partition coefficient and should be dissipated in a very short time. I

assumed that there would be no residual effects of the anesthetic on

tissue metabolism. Sodium pentabarbitol is long lasting with significant

effects on lung tissue metabolism (Tierney 1971) and its use in metabolic

studies should be avoided. Decapitation is unsuitable for studying lung

tissue since blood is almost always aspirated into the airways during

the procedure. Halothane or another volatile anesthetic is probably the

easiest and best method of anesthesia for studies of 1ung tissue metabolism.

The techniques described in this chapter outline a method for the

isolation and perfusion of the rat lung for metabolic and physiologic

studies.
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FIGURE 8.
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Curve of *co, washout from the perfusion apparatus estimated
with and without erythrocytes and, hence, carbonic anhydrase

(CA). No lungs were in the system. The 1/2 time of “co,
washout was 11 minutes without CA and less then five minutes

with CA present .
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CHAPTER III: PREPARATION OF TISSUE SLICES AND ESTIMATION OF SUBSTRATE

UTILIZATION

Of the various in vitro methods for studying the metabolism of

individual organs, tissue slices are perhaps the most convenient and

versatile method, and they have been used by a large number of

investigators with a variety of tissues. Warburg (1931) devised

methods for measuring the oxygen consumption of tissue slices which

are still in common use today. Dixon (1952) and Umbreit et al (1972)

have written comprehensive monographs on the subject.

Many investigators feel that the tissue slice method is the best

approach to studying metabolism in vitro. Barron et al. (1947)

demonstrated that oxygen consumption from 1ung homogenates was only

one-tenth of that from tissue slices. Krebs (1950) studied oxygen

consumption by a large number of tissues (including lung) from various

species. At that time he considered that tissue slices were preferred

for measuring the "standard rate of respiration." Krebs also evaluated

a number of different mediums for incubating the tissue slices and

stressed the importance of a properly buffered and balanced salt

solution. He argued, as had Field (1948) and Warburg (1931) that the

cellular architecture of tissue slices more closely resembles the in vivo

architecture than, say, the disrupted cells of an homogenate. However,

virtually every author who attempted to evaluate the tissue slice

method was concerned that the slicing procedure might change and injure

the tissue and that this could affect its metabolism.

Lung slices may present some special problems when compared to

other tissues. The alveoli, which are normally open and air filled,

are more likely to be fluid filled with tissue slices which are bathed
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in an aqueous medium. Oxygen, which is normally in the air spaces, and

other substrates, which would normally be in close proximity to the

alveolar cells from the capillaries, may now have to diffuse through

the fluid to be available to the cells. Therefore, respiration of

tissue slices is dependent on diffusion of substrates to the center of

a slice in excess of utilization by the cells on the periphery of the

slice.

Krebs (1970) estimated ketogenesis in slices of 1 iver and found

a reduction by 90% in the rate of ketogenesis as compared to the

isolated perfused liver. He found, when liver slices were prepared, that

50% of the ATP was lost. After ten minutes of incubation, the loss of

adenine nucleotides had risen to 72%. He now concluded that tissue

slices were of limited scope for studies of metabolism.

Shorr (1942) examined sliced tissue histologically and observed

that the cells at the cut edge deteriorated to a variable depth. He

argued that slices should be as thick as possible in order to minimize

the number of cuts necessary to prepare a tissue and hence 1eave a

greater proportion of the remaining tissue unaffected by the slicing

itself. Warburg had earlier (1931) derived an expression which

estimated the maximum thickness of a tissue slice without limitation

of respiration in the center of the slice through inadequate oxygen

delivery. The thickness of lung slices may change when the slices are

placed in an aqueous medium and the alveoli fill with fluid. One must,

therefore, find a balance between a thick slice which will keep a

greater portion of the tissue viable and yet be thin enough to keep

the cellular elements supplied with oxygen and other substrates.
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For the purposes of this study I have tried to obtain maximal

metabolism of the lung tissue slices by varying thickness and P02.
Lung tissue slices have been used to estimate some aspects of

lung biochemistry. Felts (1965) found that lung tissue utilized

glucose to form the 3-carbon glycerol portion of lung phospholipids.

He also stated that fatty acids were a prime energy source for lung

(1965). Lands (1958) used hand sliced lung tissue, incubated with

14c labelled acetate or glycerol and demonstrated that lung synthesizes

long chain fatty acids from acetate, and that these fatty acids are

incorporated into phospholipids. Using 1 mm slices of rabbit lung,

Salisbury-Murphy et al (1966) found that significant quantities of
U-"c-glucose which had been added to the medium appeared in the

glycerol or the fatty acid portion of lecithin and that when

1-"c-palmitate was added to the medium, it also appeared in significant

quantities in the lung lipids. They concluded that the active lipid

metabolism in 1ung was probably related to the production of the

surface active material. Scholz and Rhoades (1971) used 500 u tissue

slices from fasted and fed rats, incubated the slices with U-"c-glucose
and found large quantities of the 1abel in the phospholipid fraction.

This incorporation was decreased in the fasted animals. They concluded

that lung tissue was able to alter its metabolism depending on the

nutritional state of the animal. Most of these studies have been

designed to evaluate lipid metabolism in lung slices, particularly as

it relates to the phospholipid, dipalmitoyl lecithin, an essential

component of the pulmonary surface active material.
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Studies of this type also led to an interest in glucose metabolism

of 1ung tissue. Reiss (1965) reported a study using mitochondrial

fractions of lung which he felt implied that the lung utilized glucose

as its primary source for energy metabolism. Studying lactate production

from 300 u lung slices Tierney (1971) pointed out that the lung metabolizes

a great quantity of glucose to produce lactate. O'Neil and Tierney

(1969, 1971) in a study with both the isolated perfused lung and the

tissue slices stated that lung tissue consumed glucose for energy metabolism.

Levy (1971) has estimated the amounts of “c-glucose which are found in

lipids, proteins, and several intermediates of glucose metabolism and he

concluded that glucose was a major energy substrate for rat lung as well

as for lipid synthesis. The metabolic fate of glucose in 1000 u rabbit

lung slices was studied by Yeager and Massuro (1972). They found 1.4%

of the radiolabel from glucose appeared in protein in two hours and that

this incorporation was linear in the slices up to six hours. In a study

comparing glucose metabolism of fetal, neonatal, and adult rat lungs,

Yeager and Hicks (1972) found no significant difference of the glucose

uptake or “co, production; however, both lactate production and the

activity of the hexose monophosphate shunt were greater in feta1 and

neonatal than in the lungs from adult rats.

Although there has been considerable interest in 1jpid metabolism

of the lung and its relationship to the pulmonary surfactant, relatively

little information is available regarding other aspects of pulmonary

metabolism. It is partly for this reason that I have compared the

metabolism of the isolated lung and tissue slices as methods to study

lung biochemistry.
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METHODS FOR PREPARATION OF THE TISSUE SLICES

Isolation and preparation of the lung tissue

The conditions for both the isolated perfused lung and tissue

slices were as similar as possible. Rats in the same weight range were

anesthetized as described above, the 1ungs removed, individual lobes

dissected free at the hilum and tissue slices prepared with a McIlwain

Tissue chopper" at nominal thicknesses of 300 or 1000 microns (u). The

tissue was divided into four or five equal piles on a piece of filter

paper and blotted gently. It was then transferred to the outer well

of a center well flask (Figure 9) which contained 4.0 ml of the

incubation medium. The medium was identical to the perfusion fluid

(Table 1). The flask and its contents were weighed before and after

the addition of the tissue and the tissue wet weight estimated by the

difference in the two weighings. Before use the incubation medium was

kept in equilibrium with gas containing 5% CO After the tissue slices2 *

were placed in the flask, gas containing 5% CO., in 95% air or 95% oxygen2

was passed into the center well flask at a rate exceeding 50 ml/sec for

30 seconds or more to displace room air which would have entered the

flask while the tissue was being added. The flask was immediately

stoppered with a serum stopper. It was possible to use a syringe and

needle to add or remove fluids by injecting through this stopper. The

flasks were then placed in a Dubnoff Metabolic shaker” and shaken at a

speed of 120/min at a temperature of 38°C.

"Brinkman Instruments, Westbury, New York, 11590
*Dubnoff Metabolic Shaking Incubator, Precision Scientific Co.,

3737 Cortland Street, Chicago, Illinois 60647
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FIGURE 9. A center well flask used for the tissue slice studies.
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After 90 minutes 0.5 ml of NCS was injected into the center well

to collect the CO2 and 2.0 ml of 6% HC10, was injected into the outer

well of the reaction flask to kill the tissue and release the CO2 from

solution.

Estimation of tissue weight

Tissue weight may be estimated in several ways. Unfortunately,

these various methods may not give the same value. A common technique

is to remove and weigh the tissue after an experiment. However, simply

placing a piece of lung tissue into an isotonic solution leads to an

increased weight. Furthermore, a tissue which is agitated vigorously

(I shook the flasks at 120/min) will probably lose single or small

clumps of cells into the incubation medium, and not all of the

tissue would be removed when the slices were picked from the flask at

the end of a study for weighing. Both wet weight and dry weight would

be subject to this loss if tissue weight was estimated at the end of

the study.

The amount of tissue present might also be estimated at the beginning

of an experiment. This is preferable to estimating the weight after an

experiment for the reasons cited above; however, some cautions need to

be used. Isotonic solutions will cause some tissues to gain weight.

Elliot (1946) reported that the weight of brain slices increased by 18%

when immersed in isotonic saline or Ringers for 20 minutes. Therefore,

the blade of the tissue chopper must be dry and the tissue cannot be

placed into solutions before or during the chopping process. I

estimated the wet weight of tissue chopped at 300 L and 1000 || when it

was chopped and blotted and also when it was chopped, put into saline
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for 10 min and then blotted. The weight of the tissue which had been

in the saline increased by 9.7 # 6.8%. I, therefore, decided the best

method was to chop the tissue, divide it into equal portions, blot it

gently, transfer the tissue directly into the center well flasks which

already contained the incubation medium and estimate the tissue weight

by the difference in the weight of the flask before and after the

addition of the tissue.

Volume of the incubation medium

I attempted to keep the ratio of medium volume to lung tissue

weight approximately equal in the tissue slice and isolated perfused

lung experiments to eliminate differences which could be introduced if

the size of the available substrate pools were significantly different.

The volume of perfusate used in the isolated perfused lung was

approximately 22 – 24 ml. The average weight of the isolated perfused

1ung was 1.24 + . 15 g (n = 35) which gave a ratio of perfusate volume/lung

weight of 18 – 19.

I used 4.0 ml of incubation medium in each of the tissue slice

reaction flasks. The weight of tissue added to each flask was 212 f 49 mg

(n = 277). The ratio of incubation medium/lung weight was 18 for the

tissue slices. Therefore, the pool sizes of substrate available to the

lung tissue should have been equal for both the tissue slices and the

isolated perfused lung.

Shaking rate

The flasks were shaken in the Dubnoff shaker at 120/min since at

slower speeds, the tissue tended to aggregate on one side of the center

well. Oxygen or other substrates might not be able to diffuse through

this mass of tissue; therefore, I increased the rate to disperse the
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slices throughout the incubation medium. Tierney (1971, personal

communication) has shown that 92 consumption does not fall off until

relatively slow speeds (50/min) are used, “co, production from

1-"c-glucose and 6-"c-glucose does not decrease between the rates

of 60 and 120/min, and that LDH activity in the incubation medium is

the same at 120/min and 50/min.

Tissue slice thickness

It is important that oxygen diffuse to cells at the center of the

slice in excess of its utilization by cells at the periphery. Otto

Warburg (1931) derived the following expression for the maximum

thickness which will support an adequate PO., at the center of the slice.2

D
7 - -

Where d' is the maximum thickness of the tissue slice, °o is the

fractional oxygen concentration (in atmospheres) outside the slices

(1 being equal to 100% oxygen), D is the diffusion constant for oxygen

in the tissue, and A is the rate of oxygen utilization. D is reported

as 1.4 x 10 ml/(cmº min) at 38° by Field (1948) and Warburg (1931)
from original work by Krogh (1919). The rate of oxygen utilization

by lung tissue (A) at 38°C has been estimated at 25.7 u1/(g [wet] minute)

by Barron et al (1947), at 29 u1/(g [wet) . minute) by Krebs (1950) and

at 26.7 pl/ (g [wet] ‘ minute) by Tierney and O'Neil (1973 unpublished

observations). I have used this latter value and calculated the

maximum thickness for a tissue slice in 5% CO., ; 95% air and 5% co, 95%2

oxygen. Table 4 gives the results of this calculation.
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TABLE 4: Theoretical maximum tissue slice thickness in 95%

95% oxygen using Warburg's formula (1931).

air and

C d'
O

95% air . 20 319

95% oxygen .95 695

C - fractional oxygen concentration (atmospheres)

d' calculated maximum thickness (microns)
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The value for D of 1.4 x 10-2 mi/(en” minute) is based on work

by Krogh (1919) who used muscle. Since the diffusion constant of all

tissues is roughly proportional to the water content, D of muscle

should be similar to lung. However, because lung contains airspaces,

branching airways and an extensive capillary network, it is a tissue

with a completely different texture. Most of the airspaces in 1ung

slices probably fill with the incubation medium. In this case alveolar

cells are actually bathed in fluid containing substrates such as glucose

and oxygen, and diffusion distances would be very short so long as

substrate concentration in the fluid within the alveoli remained

adequate. As the flask is shaken and the slices are agitated back and

forth, the tissue must be deformed which would create a flux of fluid

in and out of the airspaces, and the substrate concentration in the

tissue might not fall. The rate at which oxygen moves through lung

tissue may appear greater (than the diffusion constant) if fluid filled

alveoli bring oxygen in close contact with alveolar cells, and therefore,

the maximum slice thickness would have to be determined emperically.

The tissue chopper can be adjusted to slice tissue at thicknesses

from 1 u to 1000 u. I used slices cut to a nominal thickness of 300 u

and 1000 u.

The calculated maximum thickness for a tissue slice to be studied

in air is 319 u. Preliminary experiments with slices cut at 300 L and

1000 u and studied using 95% air (Table 5) indicated no statistical

difference in “co, production when 1–14c Or 6-"c-glucose was added

to the incubation medium. Lactate production was greater in the

thicker slices. 1000 u may exceed the diffusion capabilities of lung

tissue studied in 95% air.





TABLE 5: Effect of slice thickness on metabolism in 5% Co., 95% air.

|Imoles of glucose converted to CO2 calculated from CO2
production when radiolabelled glucose is added to the medium

and umoles of lactate produced. Exp. 105 and 107. n = 4.

1000 º' 300 º' p, Sig.

1-"c-glucose 3.38 + .46 3.81 + .71 > .05, N.S.

6-"c-glucose 0.83 + .29 0.64 + .26 × .05, N.S.

Lactate Production 36.8 ± 4.7 24.7 ± 6.3 < .05, Sig.

"unoles/(g lung 90 minutes)
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The calculated maximum thickness for tissue slices to be studied

in 95% oxygen is 695 ||. Preliminary experiments (Table 6) indicate

that the 1000 u slices produced greater quantities of “co, from

6-"c-glucose but lactate production was not increased over the 300 u

slices, so presumably the PO., is more adequate throughout the 1000 u2

slices studied in oxygen even though they exceed the maximum theoretical

thickness.

The chopping process might damage the tissue. The greater number

of cuts necessary to make 300 p slices may injure more cells which

-
14

-
14

-

could explain why CO2 production was less from 6- C-glucose with

the thin slices studied in both gas mixtures. I, therefore, decided

that using thick slices with 95% oxygen would maximize the 14co
2

production from 6-"c-glucose and provide adequate oxygen that the

lactate production would not increase.

MEASUREMENT OF SUBSTRATE UTILIZATION OF THE TISSUE SLICES

The tissue slices, as I have described them, can be used to

conveniently gather information about tissue metabolism including the

production of “co, when 14c labelled compounds are added to the medium,

substrate utilization, and the incorporation of radiolabelled substrates

into the tissue itself.

Use of radiolabelled substrates

The radiolabelled substrates used in these experiments were 1–1"c

and 6-"c-glucose and 1-"c-palmitate. The radioactive substrate was

added to the incubation medium before the medium was delivered to the

individual incubation flasks. This assured that the same amount of

radioactivity was present in each flask.





TABLE 6: Effect of slice thickness on metabolism in 5% Co., 95% Oxygen.

|Imoles of glucose converted to CO2 calculated from CO2
production when radiolabelled glucose is added to the medium

and umoles of lactate produced. Exp. 105 and 107. n = 4.

1000 º' 300 º' p, Sig.

1-"c-glucose 5.43 + 1.53 4.30 + 1.16 > .05, N.S.

14 + -6- 'C-glucose 1. 2 i■ 0.18 0.83 + 0.11 < .05, Sig.

Lactate Production 19.8 + 2.9 20.0 + 5.0 > .05, N. S.

‘moles/(g lung 90 minutes)
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Analysis of contents of the reaction flask

The experimental period began as soon as the flask was placed in

the metabolic shaker. From the time the tissue was put into the flask

until the flask was put into the shaker there was a delay of approximately

three minutes for regassing, capping and weighing of the flask. I have

assumed that the metabolism in this time period (at room temperatures)

was insignificant when compared to 90 minutes at 38°C.

After 90 minutes I added 0.5 ml of NCS to the center well and 2.0 ml

of 6% HC10, to the outer well which killed the tissue. The flask was
4

shaken for an additional 60 minutes to allow the “co, to be completely

absorbed by the NCS. The contents of the outer well were then appropriately

diluted with additional 6% HC10, and lactate determined.

If glucose concentration, FFA concentration, or LDH activity of the

incubation medium were to be determined, no “co, could be collected.

Instead of adding NCS and HC104, the flask was opened at 90 minutes and

appropriate samples were taken for these analyses.

Calculation of substrate oxidation from use of radiolabelled substrates

The umoles of radiolabelled substrate oxidized to “co, by tissue

slices was calculated in a similar manner to that used with the perfused

lung.
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CHAPTER IV: METHODS FOR CHEMICAL ANALYSES AND RADIOACTIVITY

ESTIMATIONS

The methods outlined here are more or less standard and have been

changed to meet the needs of this research. Some determinations, such

as bacterial counts and preparation of histological sections were done

by professional labs using established techniques and these methods

are not described here.

In the methods which required measurement of optical density (OD)

I used the Gilford" Model 240 spectrophotometer with Beckman’ silica

or pyrex cuvettes, 10 mm path length. Although the cuvettes were

not matched sets, most of the estimations measured a change in OD and

in these situations, matched sets were not required. When the color

development was dependent upon a substrate concentration (e.g. glucose

estimation), and the OD of the experimental sample was compared to 0D

of a standard of known concentration, the same cuvette was used to make

all readings.

GLUCOSE ESTIMATION

The glucose estimation which I used was a modification of that

suggested for use with the glucostat reagent” (Washko 1961). This is

a colorimetric determination employing the following reactions:

Glucose + 92 + H20 glucose oxidase, H292 + gluconic acid.
peroxidase, oxidized chromagen + H,0.H,0, 4 reduced chromagen 22 2

"Gilford Instrument Laboratories, Inc., Oberlin, Ohio 44074
2

Beckman Instruments, Inc., Scientific Instruments Division, 2500
Harbor Boulevard, Fullerton, California 92634

"worthington Biochemical Corporation, Freehold, New Jersey 07228
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The oxidized chromagen absorbs maximally at 400 nm and the change

in the OD was proportional to the amount of glucose originally present.

Appropriate corrections for a blank reading were necessary.

Procedure for the estimation of glucose concentration

1) Sample preparation: 0.100 ml of the perfusate was diluted

in 7 ml of distilled water.

2) Blanks and standards: I treated blanks and standards in the

same manner as the samples except that the blanks were made

with 0.100 ml of distilled water only and the standards were

made from 0.100 ml of a solution containing 100 mg glucose/100 ml.

3) Deproteinization: 0.5 ml of 5% (w/v) Ba(OH), was added to each

sample and mixed. To this I added 0.5 ml of 5% (w/v) ZnSO, and4

the tube was again mixed. The Ba(OH), and the ZnS0, had4

previously been titrated and diluted so that they contained

exactly equimolar concentrations. This mixture produced a

very fine precipate, which was removed by contrifugation

(1700 x g for 10 min.) and filtration through Whatman #44

filter paper.

4) Glucostat reagent: Glucostat reagent was prepared by dissolving

the preweighed contents of two vials in distilled water,

diluting the glucostat portion to about 35 ml, and adding

to this the chromagen portion. The reagent was then diluted

to 50 ml exactly. Occasionally a precipitate was formed in

this solution and I found it necessary to filter through

Whatman #44 filter paper. I used a dark bottle wrapped in

aluminum foil and refrigerated to eliminate color deterioration

while aliquots were being taken.
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5) Final reaction mixture: I added 2 ml of the glucostat reagent

to 3 ml of the filtrate from (3) above and incubated the

mixture at 37°C in a water bath for 45 minutes. The reaction

was terminated by the addition of one drop of 4 N HC1.

6) Reading: The optical density of the solution was read in the

spectrophotometer at 400 nm.

7) Calculation: Standards and blanks were estimated along with

the unknowns. The blank reading was subtracted from the

reading for the standard and the reading for the unknown, and

the glucose concentration was calculated as follows:

*unknown
-

°blank
*standard "blank

100 mg/100 ml = mg glucose/100 ml

Accuracy of estimations

Since the initial optical density of the reagents could vary, a

series of blanks and standards (100 mg glucose/100 ml) was estimated

with each group of unknowns. Glucose concentration is proportional

to a change in optical density and the reproducibility with duplicate

samples was about + 1%. Table 7 shows the results of three sets of

analyses done using the standard. The numbers are the OD readings

for the standards minus the average OD reading for the blanks. Each

run was done with a different batch of glucostat reagent; therefore,

the mean reading was slightly greater or less depending on the reagent

used for that run.

Table 8 contains the actual readings for six different unknowns.

The three runs correspond to the three runs done with the standards

in Table 7. The numbers are the OD reading for the unknown corrected
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TABLE 7: Optical density readings for glucose standards 100 mg/100 ml.

Exp. 124.

Run 1 Run 2 Run 3

321 326 291

323 322 291

326 324 297

328 3.25 291

326 328 295

327 327 295

294

299

Mean 325 325 294

SD (OD) + 2.6 2.3 3.0

SD (mg glucose/100 ml) f 0.8 0.7 1.0

Coefficient of variation (%) 0.8 0.7 1.0
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TABLE 8: Optical density readings for glucose samples.
correspond to the three runs done on the glucose standards
reported in Table 7. Exp. 124.

The three runs

Unknown Number

(OD)

0 l 2 3 4 5

Run 1 246 191 203 178 189 181

(Blank = 25) 239 203 180 191 189

242 187 195 185 201 188

Mean 242 189 200 181 194 186

Run 2 240 186 199 184 200 192

(Blank = 25) 203 198 184 200 190

238 199 186 199 189

Mean 239 196 199 185 200 190

Run 3 178 174 161 176 170

(Blank = 24) 217 170 172 164 176 171

219 174 172 166 178 172

212 177 173 166 178 168

Mean 216 175 173 164 177 170
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º

for the average 0D reading for the blanks. A comparison of the glucose

concentration as calculated from the three runs is listed in Table 9.

Unknown labeled 0 was made up to contain 75 mg glucose/100 ml. These

results appear to be the same as those stated in the glucostat

literature which reports a coefficient of variation of # 1.5%.

LACTATE ESTIMATION

I adapted the methods of Hohorst (1965) to estimate the lactate

concentration. The basis of this estimation is the difference in

absorption peaks of NAD and NADH at 334 nm. Lactate is converted to

pyruvate in the presence of NAD which forms NADH.

Lactate + NAD ... LDH . pyruvate + NADH + H*

The equilibrium of this reaction lies to the left; therefore, with

appropriate adjustments in the experimental procedure, estimates can

be made of the concentration of either lactate or pyruvate.

The original reference is explicit regarding the concentrations

of the various reagents. The description and source of the reagents

which I used in these estimations follows:

1) Lactate dehydrogenase (rabbit muscle) (cryst., in 2.2 M

ammonium sulfate) A grade, Calbiochem'.

2) Diphosphopyridine nucleotide, reduced disodium (NADH),

A grade, calbiochen".

3) Diphosphopyridine nucleotide, free acid-trihydrate (NAD),

A grade, calbiochem'.

4) Triethanolamine hydrocholoride, sigma*.

"Calbiochen, Los Angeles, California 90054

“sigma Chemical Company, 3500 DeKalb Street, St. Louis, Missouri 63118
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TABLE 9: Comparison of duplicate glucose estimations. The glucose
concentrations as calculated from the results shown in

Tables 7 and 8. Unknown 0 was made to contain 75 mg
glucose/100 ml. Exp. 124. (mg glucose/100 ml).

Unknown Number

0 1 2 3 4 5

Run 1 74.5 58.2 61.5 55.7 59.7 57.2

Run 2 73.5 60. 3 61.2 56.9 61.5 58.5

Run 3 73.5 59.5 58.8 55.8 60.2 57.8

Mean 73.8 59.3 60.5 56.1 60.5 57.8

SD + 0.6 1.1 1, 5 0.7 0.9 0.7

Coefficient of .8 1.8 2.5 1.2 1.5 1.2
Variation (%)
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5)

6)

7)

TO

(Ethylenedinitrilo) tetracetic acid disodium salt (EDTA),

Eastman'.
- l

Glycine, Eastman.T.

Hydrazine Sulfate, cryst., J. T. Baker*.

estimate 1actate it is necessary to remove the reaction products

of the equation written above. Protons are bound using an alkaline

reaction medium. Pyruvate is bound by hydrazine as pyruvate hydrazone.

This will drive the reaction to the right. As the reaction proceeds

NADH is produced which leads to an increase in 0D at 334 nm. This increase

in OD is proportional to the amount of lactate originally present.

Procedure for 1actate estimation

1)

2)

3)

4)

Extraction: 1 ml of medium was extracted for at least one

hour in 3 ml of 6% HC10, .
Deproteinization: The supernatant was removed after

centrifugation (1700 x g for 10 minutes) and filtered

through Whatman #44 filter paper.

Spectrophotometric measurements: I pipetted into a spectro

photometric cuvette

0.9 ml hydrazine glycine buffer

0.100 ml NAD solution

0.800 ml distilled water

0.200 ml deproteinized sample

Initial reading; I mixed the contents of the cuvette and read

the OD at 334 nm against a blank (E1).

"Eastman Organic Chemicals, Rochester, New York 14.650
2
J. T. Baker Chemical Company, Phillipsburg, New Jersey
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5) Reaction: I added 0.020 ml of LDH solution, mixed and after

15 minutes read against the blank (E2).

6) Calculations: AE = P2
-

E1
ug lactate/ml medium :

(AE) - (molecular weight) . (dilution factors)
(extinction coefficient) • (cuvette thickness) . (sample volume)

Accuracy of estimation

The accuracy of the lactate estimation was dependent on a number

of factors. Reproducibility of pipetting, freshness of the enzyme and

pH of the buffers were important ones. The pipetting for volumes up

to and including 1.000 ml was all done with Eppendorf microliter

pipettes". I checked the reproducibility and accuracy of pipetting

from one pipette to the next and found them to have a coefficient of

variation of 2.8% in reproducibility and a coefficient of variation of

4% when the amount pipetted from a series of pipettes of different

sizes was standardized to the largest volume and the difference

calculated from pipette to pipette. This error appeared to be random

error and should average out.

The enzymes and buffers were refrigerated and used within five

days of preparation.

The pH of the buffers was checked and adjusted as the buffers

were made. The pH of samples in the spectrophotometric cuvettes was

spot checked and the pH found to be in the proper range.

Using the methods outlined above, I estimated the lactate

content of known standards. Although the reference

l
- - -Eppendorf microliter pipettes, Brinkman Instruments, Westbury, New

York, 11590
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called for neutralization of the samples, I found that the lactate

estimations could be done without neutralization. Table 10 lists the

results of typical lactate estimates done with standards of known

concentration both with and without the neutralization procedure.

ESTIMATION OF LACTIC DEHYDROGENASE ACTIVITY

Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) is the enzyme which catalyzes the

reaction between lactate and pyruvate.

The assay of LDH activity is also based on the change in absorbancy

as NADH is converted to NAD. Equilibrium of the reaction lies far to

the side of lactate and NAD. Therefore, if pyruvate and NADH are

added the rate at which NADH disappears is proportional to the activity

of the enzyme. Temperature and pH are critical factors; however,

appropriate buffers and water bath control stabilize the system

adequately. The absorbancy is measured at 340 nm.

The method I used has been described by Bergmeyer et al (1965),

and included use of the following reagents:

1) Potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KH2PO4), Baker".

2) Dipotassium hydrogen phosphate (K2HP04), Baker".
3) Pyruvic acid, sodium sulf. cryst. A grade Calbiochen”.

4) Diphosophopyridine nucleotide, reduced disodium (NADH),

A grade Calbiochem”.

Procedure to estimate LDH activity

1) Sampling: A quantity of the perfusate or culture medium was

*J. T. Baker Chemical Company, Phillipsburg, New Jersey
*calbiochen, Los Angeles, California 90054





TABLE 10: Lactate estimations on standards. Estimations of lactate
concentration done on neutralized and non-neutralized

samples of known concentration.

Lactate concentration Estimated concentration Estimated concentration

(mg/ml) Neutralized Non-Neutralized
(mg/ml) (mg/ml)

0.215 0.229 0.200

0.234 0.205

0.226 0.220

0.218 0.215

0.232 0.203

Mean * SD 0.228 f 0.005 0.209 + 0.008

Coefficient of 2.2 3.8
Variation (%)

0.43 0.421 0.436

0.421 0.412

0.421 0.424

0.424 0.412

0.438 0.412

Mean H SD 0.425 + 0.007 0.421 + 0.010

Coefficient of 1.6 2.4
Variation (%)

0.860 0.896 0.840

0.887 0.828

0.893 0.844

0.922 0.852

0.906 0.844

Mean H SD 0.901 + 0.013 0.842 + 0.008

Coefficient of
Variation (%)

1.4 1.0
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centrifuged (1700 x g for 5 minutes) and the clear

supernatant analyzed.

2) Spectrophotometric measurements: I pipetted into a specto

photometric cuvette:

2.85 ml phosphate-pyruvate solution'

0.05 ml NADH solution”

0.10 ml of supernatant from (1) above.

3) Readings: The contents of the cuvette were quickly mixed and

the absorbancy read at one minute intervals for five minutes.

4) Calculations: AE/min x 10000 = LDH units/ml serum

ESTIMATION OF FREE FATTY ACID CONCENTRATIONS

Dole and Meinertz (1960) and Trout et al (1960) discussed an

estimation for free fatty acids which involves the extraction of the

free fatty acids in heptane and the subsequent titration of the

extracts with NaOH, using thymol blue as an end point indicator. The

extraction procedures separate the free fatty acids from lactic acid

and other interfering substances which would lead to an erroneously

high estimation. I used an adaptation of the methods of Dole and

Meinertz and Trout et al which was developed by Mayes and Felts

(Mayes 1968 personal communication).

"Phosphate-pyruvate solution: 700 mg of K, Po 90 mg of KH2PO, and4 *

3 mg of Na pyruvate, dilute to 80 ml with glass distilled water.

*10 mg NADH-Na, dissolved in 1.5 ml of phosphate-pyruvate solution.
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Procedure for the estimation of free fatty acid concentration

1) Dole extraction mixture:

Heptane 200 ml

Isopropanol 800 ml

1N H2SO, 20 ml

2) Sampling: 1.0 ml of perfusion or incubation medium was

extracted in 5.0 ml of Dole extraction mixture. This was

well mixed and allowed to stand at least 5 minutes.

3) Extraction 1: To the above solution I added 2.0 ml of water

and 3.0 ml of heptane. This was shaken vigorously for at

1east 2 minutes and then allowed to stand until two phases

cleared. 3.5 ml of the heptane (upper) phase was removed

to another tube.

4) Extraction 2: To this 3.5 ml of the heptane phase I added

4.0 ml of heptane and 7.5 ml of 0.05% H2SO4. This was shaken

vigorously for 5 minutes and allowed to clear overnight.

5) Blanks and standards: Blanks and standards were run with the

unknowns. They were handled in a manner identical to the

unknowns with the following exceptions. 1 ml of water was used

instead of medium in the sampling step (2) above for both the

blanks and the standards. Palmitic acid dissolved in heptane

(approximately 50 mg/1jter) was used as the standard. To

deliver a known and accurately measured amount of free fatty

acid to each tube, 3.0 ml of this standard solution was used

instead of the 3.0 ml of heptane in extraction 1, (3) above.

The actual amount present in the standard was calculated and

an example is shown below.
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6) Titrations: From the heptane (upper) phase of the extraction

in (4) above, 3.0 ml was transferred to a clean conical test

tube. To this I added 0.5 ml of the thymol blue indicator

(0.1 mg/ml ethanol). The titration was done with 0.01 N. NaOH

from a micrometer syringe calibrated in 0.200 ul divisions.

N2 gas was bubbled through the solution intermittently for

mixing. The end point was the change of indicator from

yellow to yellow-green.

7) Calculations: The free fatty acid concentration was calculated

by comparison of the titration volume for the unknown to the

titration volume for the standards with appropriate corrections

for the blanks.

■ unknown
-

"blank )
V – V • (umoles of FFA in standard) =

standard blank

umoles of FFA/ml sample

Accuracy of estimations

Blanks and standards were estimated with each series of unknowns.

Table 11 is the actual reading for blanks, standards, and one unknown

sample. The blanks and the first six standards were titrated at the

beginning of the run. The last three standards were done at intervals

during a run of 34 separate titrations. The titrations on sample #76/90

were the last eight titrations of the run and were done successively.

There appears to be a trend towards increasing values in both the

standard and the unknown. I am uncertain as to the reason for this

change; however, the error is minimized by titrating a standard after

three or four unknowns and calculating each unknown on the basis of
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its own standard. I did not attempt to resolve this problem as I

quickly discovered that the concentration of FFA in the perfusing

medium increased markedly in the 90 minute experiment. Since I was

only interested in knowing the range of FFA concentration, these

methods were adequate.

The amount of FFA used in each standard was calculated to be

0.606 umoles. (Since the standard contained 51.72 ml/1 and 3 ml was

used in each standard tube, MW = 256.) Using the data in Table 11,

the FFA concentration in sample #76/90 is:

[ (1.549 – 0.116) / (1.072 – 0.116)] (0.606) =

0.908 umoles FFA/ml of sample.

ESTIMATION OF RADIOACTIVITY

*c was used as the isotope in all of the experiments reported

here. The counts per minute (cpm) were estimated in a Packard

Tri-Carb Liquid Scintillation Spectrometer, Model 3320", equipped with

external standardization. The instrument had been calibrated by

internal standardization with 14c toluene of known decompositions per

minute (dpm). A curve of the efficiency of counting versus the

external standard (XStd) is shown in Figure 10. The cpm are corrected

to dpm using an Olivetti Programma 101 electronic desk computer". I

have written a program which uses the cpm of the XStd and of the 14c

samples. The program located the XStd on the curve in Figure 10,

"Packard Instrument Company, Inc., 220 Warrenville Road, Downers
Grove, Illinois 60515

*olivetti Underwood Corporation, 1 Park Avenue, New York, New York
10016
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TABLE ll: Free fatty acid (FFA) titration.

NaOH titration volumes

(.001 unit = 0.200 p.1)

Blank Standard Unknown

(51.72 mg FFA/liter) (sample #76/90)

0.128 0.896 1.506

0.101 0.932 1. 617

0.110 0.918 1.445

0.118 1.006 1.504

0.126 1. 153 1.554

1. 246 1.617

1.065 1.554

1.238 1.594

1.191

Mean + SD

0.116 t 0.011 1.072 f 0.140 1.549 t 0.061

9.5

Coefficient of

Variation (%)

13 3.9
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FIGURE 10.
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calculated the efficiency and corrected the cpm of the sample to dpm.

The cpm and XStd of three duplicate counts were fed into the Programma

101 sequentially, the dpm for each sample were calculated, the duplicate

samples averaged, corrected for background and the corrected dpm

reported. Therefore, the dpm which I used represents the statistical

mean of six separate ten minute counts which have been corrected to

dpm.

The samples were counted in a scintillation solution made up of

5g/1 PPo" and 0.3 g/1 Popop' in toluene. This was mixed 2:1 with

ethanol to make the counting solution. All samples were counted in

18 ml of this solution to maximize the efficiency of counting and to

get a volume large enough so that small differences in volume did not

affect the counting of the external standard.

Because most solvents, including water, have rather severe

quenching characteristics, it was necessary that the various samples

be prepared in such a manner as to minimize these effects. If the

sample to be counted was itself non-volatile but was in a volatile

solvent, I pipetted a small amount into the counting vial, dried the

sample under No, added 18 ml of the counting solution and counted.2

If the sample was dissolved in water a small volumet of 0.010 –

0.100 ml could be counted directly in the counting solution. A

sample which had high radioactivity needed to be diluted before counting.

*ppo: 2-5-Diphenyloxozole, Catalog Number NEF-901
POPOP: p-Bis (2-[5–Phenyloxanzolyl]), Catalog Number NEF-902
New England Nuclear, Pilot Chemicals Division, 575 Albany Street,
Boston, Massachusetts 02118
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A convenient technique was to dilute a small volume, say 0.100 ml,

with ethanol in a 100 ml volumetric flask, and then to count 0.5 ml.

This had the advantage that the ethanol used to dilute the sample did

not add any additional quenching to the counting solution.

Estimation of *co,
4

The principle to estimate 1. CO2 was the same with the tissue slice

as with the isolated perfused lung but the procedures were different.

The 1*co was collected from the tissue slices in the quaternary amine,2

NCs." (Chapter III) and the “co, from the perfused lung was collected

aS Na2 “co, in NaOH solution (Chapter II). Analysis of the 14c in

the Na2 “co, necessitated release of the “co, by neutralizing the
14

Na2 CO3 with strong acid, and then recapturing the “co, in NCS. The

NCS from either the tissue slices or the isolated lung was dissolved

in the counting solution and the cpm estimated.

Procedure for estimating the 14c in Na2 “co,
1) Flask preparation: In the center well of a 50 ml erylenmeyer

flask, I placed 0.5 ml of NCS. In the outer well. I pipetted

1 ml of the Na2 “co, solution, 3 ml methanol and 5 ml water.

The flask was fitted with a serum stopper which permitted

insertion of a needle through the stopper.

2) “co, release and absorption: 5 ml of air was removed from

the flask to allow for the increase in pressure when the CO2

was driven off. Then 0.5 ml of 5 N H2SO, was injected into

*Ncs Solubilizer, Amersham/Searle Corporation, 2636 Clearbrook Drive,
Arlington Heights, Illinois 60005
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3)

the outer well. The flask was agitated gently for 90 minutes

to collect the “co, in the NCS in the center well.

Counting: The NCS was transferred to a counting vial

containing the counting solution and the cpm were estimated

in the scintillation counter.
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CHAPTER V : SUBSTRATE UTILIZATION BY THE ISOLATED PERFUSED LUNG AND

TISSUE SLICES

The literature regarding carbohydrate metabolism by 1ung tissue is

limited in both quantity and quality. Several investigators have

studied lung metabolism using in vitro techniques, including the

tissue slice and isolated perfused lung, but a direct comparison of

these two methods has not been possible since the different groups of

investigators have used different species in almost every case. Other

experimental conditions such as slice thickness, temperature, pH,

composition of incubation medium and equilibrating gases are not always

described in detail and the differences in the methods could account

for differences in the results.

The results I am reporting here were obtained with conditions

that were similar for the tissue slices and the isolated perfused

lungs. In addition, I attempted to select the best methods for

estimating metabolism with both the tissue slices and the isolated

perfused lung.

Unless otherwise noted, the values for the experiments are reported

as micro moles of substrate utilized per gram wet lung tissue in 90

minutes (umoles/ (g lung 90 minutes). The glucose utilization has

been compared for the tissue slices cut at 300 u and 1000 u and for

the isolated perfused lung when studied using either 5% CO., in air or2

5% CO2 in oxygen for the equilibration and ventilation gases. I have

included in glucose utilization; lactate production, glucose consumption

and 1*co production from 1–14 c and 6-"c-glucose. The *co production2 2

is expressed as umoles of glucose from which the first (or sixth) carbon

was oxidized to CO2 estimated from “co, production with 1-"c-glucose
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(or 6-"c-glucose) in the perfusate or medium. Similar data are reported

for “co, production when 1-"c-palmitate was in the medium. In addition

the LDH activity in the medium from isolated perfused lungs and tissue

slices is presented. The level of significance was calculated using

the students t-test with Bessels correction for small samples and p was

read from a table of the areas in two tails of the distribution curve.

Lactate production

When 95% air was used, the lactate production increased as the

tissue slice thickness increased from 300 u to 500 u or 1000 u (Tables

12 and 13). However, the difference in lactate production in thick and

thin slices studied in 95% oxygen was small (Table 12 and 14). Lactate

production by the isolated perfused lung was considerably greater when

95% air was used instead of 95% oxygen (Tables 15 and 16). With both

95% air and 95% oxygen the lactate production was less by the isolated

lung than by 1000 u tissue slices.

The lactate production is summarized in Table 17.

Glucose consumption

Glucose consumption, like lactate production, was calculated on

the basis of the concentration changes in the medium. Glucose

consumption has been compared only for the 1000 u tissue slice (Table 18)

and the isolated perfused lung (Table 19) with 5% CO., in 95% oxygen.2

There was no statistical difference in the glucose consumption.

Substrate oxidation

Substrate oxidation was calculated from the “co, production when
4

C substrates were added to the perfusate and to the medium. Glucose

oxidation to “co, calculated using 1-"c-glucose is given for 300 p.

and 1000 u tissue slices studied with 95% air (Table 20) and with 95%



- -

* - - -

- - * * -
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TABLE 12:

Gas mixture :

Lactate production by 300 p or 500 p tissue slices,

5% Co, 95% oxygen or 5% Co, 95% air.

Gas Thickness Experiment Lactate

Production
Mean + SD

95% 02 500 p.

300 u

95% air 500 p.

300 u

102

105

102

105

24.0

30. 7

29. 6

25

17

14.

22.

34.

38.

27.

18.

21.

27.

32.

.2

.6

28. 1

20.0

33.5

24. 7

3.6

5.0

5. 3

6.3

"unoles/(g lung 90 minutes)



TABLE 13: Lactate production by 1000 || tissue slices.

Gas mixture: 5% co, 95% air

Experiment
. 1

Lactate production

102

105

106

41.3

35.

42.

41.

35.

40.

33.

38.

40.

33.

40.

38.

39.

39.

41.

Mean f SD (n) 38 .6 + 2.9 (15)

"unoles/(g lung 90 minutes)



TABLE 14; Lactate production by 1000 p tissue slices

Gas mixture; 5% co,395% oxygen.

Exp. Lactate Exp. Lactate
Production Production

102 25.4 116 22.0
20.4 20. 9

22.1
105 22.8 23.2

16.0 24.4
21.1 23.6
19.4 25.4

24.3
106 15. 7 26.4

20.4 22.0
15.4 23.9
15.9 24.0
20.7 23.9
18.0 20.8
22.3 22.2

115 15.9 121 24.6
16.0 16.6
17.4 19.2
15.9 18.4
19.4 26.1
22.6 16.9
22.8 19.3
18.2 26.1
19.3 23.0
19.4 23.3
19.6 26.6
21.0 25.7
20.4 18.9
20.2 20. 9
22.9 25.2

19.9
20.1

Mean f SD (n) 21.2 + 3.1 (60)

‘moles/(g lung 90 minutes)





TABLE 15: Lactate production by the isolated perfused lung.

Gas Mixture: 5% Co, 95% air.

Experiment Lactate Production'

77 39.2

78 44.0

89 27.6

90 21.8

91 22.0

92 19. 1

94 15.5

95 22.7

100 23.1

Mean t SD (n) 26.1 + 9.4 (9)

"unoles/(g lung 90 minutes)





TABLE 16; Lactate production by the isolated perfused lung.

Gas mixture; 5% co,395% oxygen.

Experiment Lactate production"

103 20.8

104 15.5

109 14.7

110 9.4

118 17.9

119 14.9

123 16.4

129 17.1

130 21.1

131 16.2

132 13.3

133 18. 3

134 14.1

146 27.2

151 25.5

156 19.2

Mean f SD (n) 18.1 + 4.1 (15)

"moles/(g 1ung 90 minutes)
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TABLE 17; Lactate production summary. Comparison of the Hmoles of

lactate produced per gram of lung tissue in 90 minutes when

studied using 5% co, 95% air or 5% Co, 95% Oxygen.

Mean f SD (n).

95% air 95% oxygen

×

Isolated lung 26.1 + 9.4 (9) + [3,01]" -- 18.1 + 4.1 (15)

* * * *
[* .001] [* .001]

N. k

:
1000 u tissue slices 38.6 + 2.9 (15) + [*.001] → 21.2 + 3.1 (60)

* *
[* .001]

k

300 u tissue slices 24.7 it 6.3 (4) 20.0 + 5.0 (4)

*:
level of significance (p)
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TABLE 18; Glucose consumption by 1000 }, tissue slices.

Gas mixture:
5% co,+95% oxygen. Exp. 124.

. 1
Glucose consumptionSample

l 19.2

2 14, 2

3 18.2

4 18.6

5 22.4

6 19.1

7 18.8

8 21.6

9 19.1

ll 18. 3

12 19.7

13 18.6

14 19.7

15 19.6

16 21.0

17 18.7

18 18.2

19 17.7

20 24.9

Mean f SD (n) 19.3 + 2. 1 (19)

"moles/(g lung 90 minutes)



TABLE 19: Glucose consumption by the isolated perfused lung.

Gas mixture: 5% co, 95% oxygen.

Experiment G1ucose consumption"

117 25.5

118 14.4

119 23.3

122 25.5

123 16.6

131 13.3

132 7.7

133
-

22.2

134 17.2

Mean f SD (n) 18.4 + 6.1 (9)

"unoles/(g 1ung 90 minutes)
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TABLE 20; "co, collected when 1-"c-glucose was oxidized by 300 p and
1000 p■ tissue slices expressed as umoles of glucose from

which the radiolabelled carbon was oxidized per gram of lung

tissue in 90 minutes.

Gas mixture: 5% co, 95% air.

Thickness Experiment Substrate oxidation" Mean f SD (n)

300 p. 105 : i
108 : 3.9 ± 0.7 (7)

1000 p. 102 i :
105 : :
106 : :

3.8 + .9 (12)

"unoles/(g lung 90 minutes)
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oxygen (Table 21). Table 25 and Table 26 give the glucose and palmitic

acid oxidation results obtained with the isolated perfused lung studied

using 95% air or 95% oxygen respectively. 1-"c-glucose oxidation was

greater in oxygen than in air; however, there was no difference when

the tissue slices were compared to the isolated lung for either gas mixture.

Glucose oxidation to CO2 calculated using 6-"c-glucose is listed

for the tissue slices in Tables 22 and 23 and for the isolated lung in

Tables 25 and 26. Once again the glucose oxidation was greater in

oxygen than in air. There were also differences between the methods

when compared using the same gas mixture. There was, however, no

difference between the results obtained using the isolated lung and the

1000 u tissue slices when they were studied in 95% oxygen.

The oxidation of 6-"c-glucose by the isolated lung in 95% air

appears uniquely low; however, I did not investigate this since I

decided to compare the results of the isolated lung and the tissue

slices studied under the conditions which produced the maximum results.

Table 24 gives the results of adding 1-"c-palmitate to the medium

of 1000 u tissue slices in 95% oxygen. There was no difference when

compared to the results using the isolated lung in 95% oxygen (Table 26).

The differences in “co, production from 14c glucose are summarized

for 1-"c-glucose in Table 27 and for 6-"c-glucose in Table 28.

Lactate dehydrogenase

Tables 29 and 30 show the change in activity of 1actate dehydro

genase in the perfusate or medium during the 90 minute experimental

period for the tissue slices and the isolated lung. The tissue slices

were incubated for 30 minutes in the buffer and then the LDH activity
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TABLE 21: “co, collected when 1-"c-glucose was oxidized by 300 p and
1000 || tissue slices expressed as Jumoles of glucose from

which the radiolabelled carbon was oxidized per gram of lung

tissue in 90 minutes.

Gas mixture: 5% Co, 95% Oxygen.

Thickness Experiment Substrate oxidation" Mean f SD (n)

300 p. 105 : :
4.3 + 1.2 (4)

1000 p. 102 : i
105 : .
106 i :
115 : :
116 : : 5.8 ± 1.4 (19)

"unoles/(g lung 90 minutes)



TABLE 22; “co, collected when 6-"c-glucose was oxidized by 300 g and
1000 u tissue slices expressed as pmoles of glucose from

which the radiolabelled carbon was oxidized per gram of lung

tissue in 90 minutes.

Gas mixture: 5% co, 95% air.

Thickness Experiment Substrate oxidation' Mean : SD (n)

300 L 107 0.39
0.78
0.44
0.94

108 0.39
0.28
0.28

113 0.72
0.78
0.78
0.67

115 0.56
0.67
0.78
0.78

116 0.78
1, 06
0.94
0.72
1.22
1.00

1.17 0.73 + .27 (22)

1000 u 106 0.94

107 0.61

1.22 1.01 + .38 (8)

‘moles/(g lung 90 minutes)
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TABLE 23; “co, collected when 6-"c-glucose was oxidized by 300 u and
1000 u tissue slices expressed as moles of glucose from

which the radiolabelled carbon was oxidized per gram of lung
tissue in 90 minutes.

Gas mixture: 5% co, 95% oxygen.

Thickness Experiment Substrate oxidation' Mean + SD (n)

300 p. 107 0.67
0.94
0.89
0.83 0.83 + 0.12 (4)

1000 p. 106 1.61
2.72
2.50

107 1. 39
1.22
0.94
1.33

114 1.94
1.61
l. 22
1.50
1.56

115 1.06
1. 67
1.44
1. 39

116 2. 27
1.94
1.83
2.00
1.50
1.61
2.00
1.67

1.56 1.66 ± 0.42 (25)

‘moles/(g lung 90 minutes)
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TABLE 24; "co, collected when 1-"c-palmitate was oxidized by 1000 p.
tissue slices expressed as Limoles of palmitate from which

the radiolabelled carbon was oxidized per gram of lung

tissue in 90 minutes.

Gas mixture: 5% co,395% Oxygen.

Thickness Experiment Substrate oxidation' Mean ± SD (n)

1000 u 121 . 22
.23
.22
.21
. 23
. 26
.24
. 23
. 19 0.23 + .02 (9)

"moles/(g lung 90 minutes)
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TABLE 25; “co, collected when 14c substrate was added to the perfusate
of the isolated perfused lung expressed as pumoles of substrate

from which the radiolabelled carbon was oxidized per gram of

lung tissue in 90 minutes.

Gas mixture: 5% Co., 95% air.

Radiolabelled Experiment Substrate oxidation' Mean f SD (n)
Substrate

1-"c-glucose 65 4.1

66 4.9

95 2.9

96 4.7 4.2 + .9 (4)

6-"c-glucose 57 0.49

68 0. 50

74 0.54

90 0.63

91 0.31

92 0.44

93 0. 51 0.49 it .1 (7)

1-"c-palmitic acid 59 0.37

60 0.29

71 0.36

73 0.35

100 0.24 0.32 + .05 (5)

"unoles/(g 1ung 90 minutes)
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TABLE 26; 1*co
2 collected when 14 C substrate was added to the perfusate

of the isolated perfused lung expressed as pmoles of substrate

from which the radiolabelled carbon was oxidized per gram of

lung tissue in 90 minutes.

Gas mixture:
5% Co., 95% Oxygen.

-
... 1

Substrate oxidationRadiolabelled Experiment Mean f SD (n)
Substrate

1-"c-glucose 103 5.6

104 5.9

133 4.8

134 6.4 5.7 t .7 (4)

6-"c-glucose 109 .94

130 1.00

131 1.61

132 1.33 1.22 + .31 (4)

1-"c-palmitic acid 118 0.28

119 0.21

125 0.21

128 0.21

129 0.25 0.23 + 0.03 (5)

"moles/(g 1ung 90 minutes)
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TABLE 27: 1-"c-glucose oxidation summary. Imoles of 1-"c-glucose
oxidized to “co, per gram of lung tissue in 90 minutes when

studied using 5% Co, 95. air or 5% Co., 95% Oxygen.

Mean f SD (n).

95% air 95% oxygen

Isolated lung 4.15 + .90 (4) 5.68 # .67 (4)

×
1000 u tissue slices 3.75 f .94 (12) + [*.001] → 5.81 + 1.39 (19)

300 p■ tissue slices 3.91 + .66 (7) 4.30 f 1.16 (4)

Significance level (p)
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14
TABLE 28; 6- 'C-glucose oxidation summary. Imoles of 6-"c-glucose

oxidized to *co per gram of lung tissue in 90 minutes2

when studied using 5% Co., 95% air and 5% CO
Mean t SD (n).

-

2.95% oxygen.

95% air 95% oxygen

I × 17

Isolated lung .49 + .10 (7) + [* .001] → 1.22 + .31 (4)

+ t
: *

[*.01] [*.05]
N. $.

*:
1000 u tissue slice 1.01 + .38 (8) ... + [“.001] → 1.66 it .42 (25)

+ +
*: +

[* .001] [* .001]

k k

t 11

300 u tissue slice .73 + .27 (22) .83 + . 12 (4)

Significance level (p)
t

p < .05 between isolated lung and 300 u tissue
rt

p < .01 between isolated lung and 300 u tissue

slices studied in air

slices studied in oxygen
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TABLE 29: Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) activity from 1000 p and 300 p.
tissue slices after 30 minute incubation in buffer. ALDH/g

lung represents the total units which appeared per g lung

in the medium during the incubation.

5% co, 95% oxygen.
Gas mixture:

Slice Flask Tissue LDH units ALDH

Thickness No. Weight (g) Flask g lung

1000 u l 0.1148 2.944 25640

2 0.0975 2584 26500

3 0. 1069 2984 27910

300 u 4 0. 0691 2528 36580

5 0.0759 4040 53230

6 0.0597 3312 55480

7 0.0317 2976 93880
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TABLE 30: Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) activity in the perfusate of the
isolated perfused lung. ALDH/g lung represents the total

units which appeared per g lung in the perfusate during the

90 minute perfusion.

Gas mixture: 5% Co, 95% oxygen.

Experiment Zero 90 Min ALDH

(LDH units) (LDH units) g lung 90 minutes
ml ml

141 70 217 3060

143 41 276 4200

146 38 240 4830
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was estimated. The perfusate from the isolated perfused lung was

analyzed after 90 minutes. There is about a 6 fold increase in the

amount of LDH released from the 1000 p tissue slices compared to the

isolated lung.
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CHAPTER VI: DISCUSSION

Investigators who use in vitro techniques generally assume that

metabolic substrates such as glucose, free fatty acids and oxygen are

delivered in adequate amounts to viable cells. The route of delivery

is different for the isolated perfused lung and the tissue slices. I

initially favored the isolated perfused lung for several reasons:

1) The tissue is not sliced. Even the most careful slicing must injure

cells closest to the blade. 2) Substrate delivery in the isolated

perfused lung is via the capillaries and is not dependent on diffusion

through the thickness of the slice. Diffusion distances from the

capillaries to the active cells must be very short whereas diffusion

through a block of tissue can limit substrate supply. 3) Oxygen supply

may be much more uniform in an isolated lung which is perfused than

with a tissue slice which must have a gradient from the edge of the

slice to its center.

The most significant advantage of the isolated perfused lung is

the opportunity to relate lung mechanics and blood flow to metabolism.

For instance, what are the effects on the tissue of substrate depletion?

The tissue slice might show an increased utilization of free fatty acid

in the absence of glucose while the isolated perfused lung might, in

addition, show a change in compliance or pulmonary blood flow. The

perfused isolated organ may be good for studying the effects of

substrate deficiency, such as might occur to areas of lung tissue

during pulmonary emboli. The isolated lung may also provide a means

to evaluate the relationships of metabolism to the kinetics of

surfactant synthesis and secretion onto the alveolar surface.
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Adequacy of the methods for metabolic studies

Tissue slice: Effect of slicing. Krebs (1970) has shown that liver

slices have a 50% loss of ATP in the tissue and that after incubation for

10 minutes the loss of ATP increases to 72%. Krebs had his attention

drawn to this striking ATP loss when he attempted to analyze the tenfold

difference between the rate of ketogenesis by the isolated perfused rat

liver and liver slices. He concluded that the scope of liver slices

was limited in metabolic studies. Other organs also show a loss of

ATP when slices are prepared; however, the loss of ATP from lung slices

has not been evaluated.

In earlier experiments with 95% air, we had shown the pentose

pathway to have greater activity in the isolated perfused lung than

in tissue slices (O'Neil and Tierney 1971b). If the cellular contents

of injured cells were spilled into the tissue slice incubation medium,

it was tempting to speculate the effects this might have on metabolism.

For instance, so far as glucose oxidation was concerned, it was possible

that the cytoplasm was so diluted by the medium into which it spilled,

that most of the metabolic activity was 10 st. If the mitochondria

were intact and retained metabolic activity, this could result in a

decrease of pentose pathway activity and a relative maintenance of

the tricarboxylic acid cycle activity with tissue slices and explain

the results found above. However, lung homogenates, where mitochondria

are presumably intact, have a low oxygen consumption (Barron 1947) and

I have not seen the difference in the pentose pathway in studies done

with 95% oxygen. Such metabolic changes seem to be related to cellular

injury. It is also possible that lytic enzymes were released from the
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injured cells and affected the metabolism although I have no evidence

for this. The extent of the injury done to lung tissue during the

slicing process has not been evaluated histologically and it is not

possible to state what significance slicing has for in vitro lung

studies.

If LDH loss can be taken as an index of cellular injury, then

justification exists for concern over the viability of lung slices.

1000 u slices release over 13% of the total LDH present with 30 minutes

incubation while 300 u slices release almost 30% of their LDH (Table 29).

In contrast, the isolated perfused lung loses less than 2% of its total

LDH (Table 30).

Tissue slice: Oxygen and Substrate availability. If the isolated

lung is ventilated with 95% air or 95% oxygen and perfused with a fluid

which has a Po, greater than 100 torr, then the tissue Po, must be high

and adequate oxygen would be available to the parenchyma. Even if there

were some maldistribution of ventilation, adequate oxygen should be

available to the tissue from the perfusate. In contrast with the

isolated 1ung even with good mixing, the Po, in the center of the

tissue slice would be dependent upon oxygen diffusion to the center

of the slice in excess of the oxygen utilization at the periphery. In

Table 4 I calculated the maximum theoretical slice thickness to be

319 u and 695 u for slices studied in 95% air or 95% oxygen respectively.

One would therefore expect significant limitations to oxygen diffusion

in the 1000 u slices studied in 95% oxygen, while the 300 u slices

should have an adequate supply.

The *co production from 1-"c-glucose was not significantly2

different with slices prepared at the two thicknesses (Table 27) while
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“co, production from 6-"c-glucose (Table 28) and lactate production

(Table 17) were both greater in the 1000 w slices, These results

imply that substrate diffusion for glucose was probably adequate with

the 1000 u slices, that a larger fraction of the cells was injured

using 300 u slices and that some limitation to oxygen diffusion existed

in the 1000 u slices. Since 6-"c-glucose oxidation and lactate

production were highest with the thick slices there may be a balance

between cellular injury in the thin slices, and oxygen diffusion in

the thick.

The active metabolism of the 1000 u slices implies that the

airspaces were fluid filled and that substrate was in adequate supply

to the cells. However, recent studies (Szidon 1972) indicate that

large molecules can leave the capillaries and diffuse to the alveolar

cells but that there is a barrier to movement across the alveolar

capillary membrane. Chinard (1969) considered this membrane to be

impermeable to glucose. In this case, substrates delivered by fluid

in the alveoli, might not be available to lung parenchymal tissue for

metabolism. Other investigators (Enna and Schanker 1972a and b,

Normand et al 1971, and Wangensteen et al 1969) have evidence which

indicates that solute molecules can cross the alveolar capillary

barrier although lipid-soluble substances seem to move more readily
than materials such as glucose. Whether substrate diffusion from the

alveoli to parenchyma in tissue slices of rat lung is limited by such

a barrier is uncertain. However, the data given in Tables 18 and 19,

as well as that in tables 17, 27 and 28 of Chapter V, indicate that

the availability of substrate in the tissue slices is at least as good
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as in the isolated perfused rat lung. Diffusion is not a limiting

factor in lung tissue slices up to 1000 u in thickness.

Isolated perfused lung: substrate delivery. I have attempted to

evaluate the uniformity of perfusion of the isolated perfused lung and

some of the physiologic factors which might effect substrate delivery.

When the first perfusate was flushed through the vascular bed and the

blood was washed out, the appearance of the lungs changed markedly.

The presence of blood was indicated by a pinkish color to the tissue.

When no blood was present in the vasculature, the lungs turned white.

If an embolus, such as a blood clot or an air bubble, blocked a vessel

the non-perfused area was obvious since it remained pink while the

surrounding tissue blanched. In all of the studies I have reported

the lungs became uniformly white and appeared to be uniformly perfused

throughout the study. In addition, I injected carbon black into the

perfusate of several lungs at the end of a 90 minute study. The lungs

colored uniformly black (Figure 7) and when examined histologically,

carbon particles could be seen to be distributed in vessels throughout

the 1ung tissue. Therefore, probably all of the parenchyma was perfused.

The distribution of perfusion to the bronchi is uncertain but

probably the larger airways were non-perfused and did not contribute

to the metabolism of the isolated perfused lung.

Isolated perfused lung: Perivascular edema. Histological sections

from 7 out of 10 lungs from which samples were taken for microscopic

examination showed some perivascular edema. It was not present in all

cases and there was no alveolar edema detectable with light microscopy.

The amount of edema appeared to be slight since the lung weights were
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in the predicted range for animals with the same body weights, In

addition, Young" and I have both observed that lungs which develop

gross alveolar edema continue to show uniform distribution of carbon

black when it is added to the perfusate even though the perfusion rate

is often reduced when edema develops. Young and Knelson (1973) have

reported an increase of glucose uptake in lungs which evidence gross

alveolar edema associated with a significant weight gain, However,

there does not seem to be any effect on lactate production, glucose

consumption and “co, production from radiolabelled glucose by lungs

when interstitial edema develops with no apparent weight gain.

Isolated perfused lung; Pulmonary vascular resistance. As

illustrated in Figure 5, the flow in the isolated perfused lungs

decreased by about 20% over the 90 minute period. Since the hydro

static pressure with which the lungs were perfused remained constant,

PVR must have increased. Rat lung has a quantity of smooth muscle

which extends from the atrium up the pulmonary vein into the parenchymal

tissue. If muscle tone were to increase, an increase in transmural

pressure could result, which could account for the formation of

perivascular edema as well as an increase in PVR. If compliance were

to fall, the alveolar pressure would increase which might affect

pulmonary blood flow. However, the compliance change in the studies

reported here was small and probably not related to changes in PVR or

the development of perivascular edema.

"Unpublished observations (1972) by Dr. S. L. Young, Environmental
Protection Agency, Research Triangle Park, North Carolina.
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Isolated perfused lung; Trauma. The isolated perfused lung is

exceedingly delicate and even the slightest trauma can have serious

consequences. The tissue slices, when subjected to slicing, must

sustain considerable trauma, and yet their metabolic capabilities do

not seem to be less than the carefully prepared isolated perfused

lungs. In comparison to the slicing procedure, very mild insults to

the isolated lung made it unsuitable for metabolic studies. Drying

of the pleural surface, handling the lungs, or touching with a finger,

swab or suture led to a hemorrhagic area and possible edema as

discussed earlier. Hyperinflation, an end expiratory pressure less

than 2 cm H20, or a high perfusing pressure also led to pulmonary

edema. In each of these cases lactate production increased and the

lung was unsuitable for the studies reported here. Therefore, great

care was required to avoid trauma when lungs were isolated and

perfused.

Comparison of the results obtained using tissue slices and isolated

perfused lungs

Other investigators have studied various aspects of glucose

utilization using tissue slices or isolated perfused lungs. - . These

studies were not designed to compare the results from various

techniques, and conditions varied considerably. Differences included

length of study, temperature, slice thickness and method to prepare

tissue slices, composition of perfusion and culture medium, use of

air, oxygen and CO., in the gas mixture. My study was designed to2

eliminate as many differences as possible between the tissue slices

and the isolated perfused lungs and to approximate as closely as

possible in vivo conditions.
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Lactate production

The amount of lactate produced appears to be dependent in part

upon the availability of oxygen. That lung tissue does evidence a

Pasteur effect has been shown by Tierney (1971) and by O'Neil, Tierney

and S. Wasserman (unpublished observations, 1973). The amount of

lactate produced may be an index of the tissue P0 Table 172 ”

summarizes the lactate production by isolated perfused lung and by

tissue slices when studied in 95% air or 95% oxygen. Less lactate

was produced when studied with 95% oxygen; however, there was

significant lactate production by both the tissue slices and the

isolated perfused lung. The greater lactate production by the 1000 u

and 300 u slices as compared to the isolated lung indicates that

diffusion of oxygen through the tissue is an important and limiting

consideration with the tissue slices. Nevertheless, lung tissue

studied in vitro produces significant quantities of lactate even when

tissue P02 is high. If we assume 1inearity with time the lactate

production by the perfused lung and by 1000 u tissue slices in my

studies represents 12 umoles and 14 umoles per gram lung in 60

minutes. Levy (1971), Theodore et al (1968), Tierney (1971) and

Yeager and Hicks (1972) reported values for lactate production by rat

lung tissue slices which varied between 11.4 Imoles and 14.2 umoles

of lactate per gram lung in 60 minutes. Levey and Gast (1966)

reported that the perfused rat lung produced more than 20 pmoles of

lactate per gram lung in 60 minutes. O'Neil and Tierney (1971a)

reported a lactate production of 17 pmoles per gram of lung in 60

minutes but that was when 95% air was used instead of 95% oxygen.
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In their classic paper Evans, Hsu and Kosaka (1934) described the

use of the heart–lung preparation and calculated that the dog lung

produced 5.8 roles of lactate per gram of lung in 60 minutes. This

estimate is supported by the recent work of Weber and Visscher (1969)

who have estimated 1actate production from the isolated perfused dog

lung to be between 3.6 and 8.1 pmoles per gram lung in 60 minutes,

In contrast, Lochner (1959) reported that the isolated perfused lobe

of a dog's lung produced 32 umoles of 1actate per gram lung in 60

minutes.

Rabbit lung is reported to have similar glucose consumption when

studied with the tissue slice and with the perfused lung, but lactate

production differed. Yeager and Massaro (1972) found lactate production

from tissue slices to be 6.1 pmoles per gram in 60 minutes while Koga

(1956) reported that the isolated perfused lung produced 11.9 pmoles

per gram in 60 minutes.

The reported values for 1actate production from tissue slices varied

less than those from the isolated lungs. Tissue slices of the rat lung

produced about twice as much lactate as the tissue slices from rabbit

1ung, and species differences may have been responsible. However,

reports of the quantity of lactate produced from the isolated dog lung

varied sixfold. Although hypoxia can increase lactate production from

tissue slices of rat lungs two to threefold (Tierney 1971), it seems

unlikely that a major portion of an isolated lung which is ventilated

with air would be hypoxic unless alveolar edema developed. Koga (1958b)

found nearly twice as much lactate produced from the isolated rabbit

1ung when he compared the first hour of perfusion to the second hour.
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Many investigators do not describe the condition of the isolated lungs

during the perfusion, but lactate production from the isolated lung

may vary, depending on the conditions. If perfusion to a segment

ceases, then lactate would not be released into the perfusate. However,

if pulmonary edema develops and is associated with alveolar hypoxia and

mitrochondrial injury, then lactate production may increase.

An additional factor may be the effect of lung distension upon

metabolism of the lung. Faridy and Naimark (1971) observed a much

greater oxygen consumption by isolated dog lungs which were distended,

in contrast with lungs which were not distended. This intriguing

observation has not yet been studied extensively but possibly the

variable results reported by other investigators who used the isolated

lung may relate to the degree of inflation of the lung.

Glucose consumption

The glucose consumption is similar by the isolated lungs and by

the tissue slices. The lactate production and the “co, production

vary depending upon the experimental conditions. It is, of course,

possible that coincidence is responsible for the similarity with the

isolated lung and the tissue slice in that one aspect of glucose

metabolism increases while another decreases leading to a more or

less equal glucose consumption with varying conditions.

The data for glucose consumption reported here is similar to that

reported by other investigators who have used adult rat lungs in vitro

for periods of 60 or 120 minutes. Levy' has data indicating that after

1
Personal Communication, Dr. S. L. Levy, Department of Medicine,
University of California, Los Angeles, California
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a few minutes, in vitro glucose consumption is linear with time;

therefore the values for glucose consumption during a one hour time

period should be two-thirds of the values for a 90 minute experimental

period.

Yeager and Hicks (1972), using adult rat lung tissue slices at

38°C, reported a glucose consumption of 15 umoles of glucose per gram

in one hour. Levy' has observed that 15 – 16 umoles of glucose is

consumed per gram in one hour at 40°C. The value of 19.3 pmoles

reported in Table 18 would correspond to 12.9 umoles of glucose

consumed per gram in one hour. Glucose consumed by the isolated rat

lung has been reported by Levey and Gast (1966) to be about 14 umoles/g

lung in 60 minutes but apparently 90% of the glucose was utilized for

lactate production. Their data suggest that the weight gain of their

isolated and perfused rat lungs was of the order of 150%. Edema of

this magnitude would be consistent with an increased lactate production

and their glucose data may reflect this.

Rabbit lung has a glucose consumption of 10 umoles/(g lung . 60 minutes)

with both tissue slices (Yeager and Massaro 1972) and isolated perfused

lungs (Koga 1956) when studied in 95% oxygen and averaged over a two hour

period. The similar values for tissue slices and perfused lungs are

consistent with the comparison made in this paper, although the rabbit

studies were not designed to compare the two methods.

Weber and Visscher (1969) reported that the perfused dog lung has a

glucose consumption of 6 to 14 moles per gram of lung in 60 minutes

"Personal Communication, Dr. S. L. Levy, Department of Medicine,
University of California, Los Angeles, California
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depending on the glucose concentration, which they varied from 2.8 to

15.1 mM. Such a marked effect of concentration upon consumption has

not been demonstrated by other investigators. However, the glucose

concentrations and pool sizes were the same for both the tissue slice

studies and the isolated perfused lung studies which are reported here.

“co, production

I have measured the amount of “co, which is produced when

1-"c-glucose Or 6-"c-glucose were added to the medium. The amount

of “co, produced has been expressed as pmoles of glucose oxidized to

CO2 on the assumption that the specific activity of glucose can be

estimated at the start of the experiment and the total amount of

glucose oxidized calculated from the “co, produced.

It appears from my data that considerably more glucose was

oxidized to “co, when 1-"c-glucose was added to the medium as

opposed to 6-"c-glucose. Two things probably influenced this

difference. 1-"c-glucose would produce “co, both via the pentose

pathway and via the Embden–Meyerhof pathway and the Krebs cycle.

6-"c-glucose would lead to “co, production in only the latter

pathways. Since glucose passing through the pentose pathway selectively

has the carbon in the #1 position oxidized, any 1-"c-glucose would

produce one molecule of “co,. However, when glucose is metabolized

via the Embden–Meyerhof and Krebs cycle pathways all of the carbons

are oxidized to CO., and any 6-"c-glucose would produce one molecule2

of “co, and five molecules of unlabelled C02. The numbers reported

in this paper for “co, produced from “c-glucose really represent

the moles of “c-glucose from which the 14c was oxidized to *co,
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It has not been possible to evaluate the ultimate fate of a glucose

molecule which enters the pentose pathway. The molecule could be

oxidized in the Krebs cycle or it could recycle back through the

pentose pathway.

Katz and Wood (1963) have introduced the concept of the specific

yield. The specific yield is the radioactivity in “co, divided by

the radioactivity in the glucose consumed by the lung. Figure 11

shows the specific yield of 1*co by the isolated perfused lung when2
14 14

-1- 'C-glucose and 6- C-glucose were added to the medium. The amount

of “co, collected depends upon; the method used, the incubation

period, and the carbon atom labelled in the glucose. If a graph

similar to Figure 11 is constructed using umoles of glucose oxidized

instead of specific yields, the appearance of the graph is identical

to Figure 11 with the exception that the labels on the ordinate are

different.

To appear in the C02 the 14c must first pass through intermediate

pools. Therefore, the size of these pools will affect the delay before

the "co, production reaches a steady state. In addition, as judged

by the "co, collected from glucose labelled in the first and sixth

position, the pools in the pentose pathway relative to the flux through

them appear to be smaller than those in the glycolytic pathway and the

citric acid cycle. The "co, produced from 1-"c-glucose rises toward

a plateau faster than the “co, produced from 6-"c-glucose. Therefore,
-

14
-

14 14
-

the ratio of CO2 collected using 1- 'C and 6- "C-glucose will depend

greatly upon the time of collection. At half an hour this ratio is

very high (about 11) but at 90 minutes the ratio is about three. It
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FIGURE 11,
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is apparent that the pentose pathway exists in lung tissue but

quantitative calculations of glucose utilized by lung tissue through

this pathway involve several assumptions that have not yet been

tested for lung.
1

The comparison of glucose oxidation to “co, by tissue slices and

the isolated perfused lung is possible because the conditions, including

the duration of experiments, were the same with the two preparations.

In an attempt to have the pool sizes of glucose and its intermediates

similar in all studies, the rats were fed ad libitum until use in the

morning, and the interval between removing the lung and beginning the

incubation or perfusion was less than 5 minutes. The interval when

the lung was not perfused or bathed with a solution of glucose would

deplete the pools of glucose and its intermediates if glycolysis

continued. Furthermore, the 1*co produced from the lung tissue under2

- - - - - -
14

the conditions of most in vitro studies does not reflect the CO2
which would be produced in a steady state. Steele and his coworkers

(1968) have emphasized that the *co, yields from circulating metabolites

indicate the minimum contribution rather than the exact contribution of

these metabolites to energy production.

For these reasons, the estimates of 14c glucose converted to “co,
are less than the total glucose oxidized to CO., during the 90 minute2

period; however, I compared the “co, collected from tissue slices and

the isolated 1ung under similar conditions. The production of “co,
was not significantly different with the two methods.

Calculation of the specific yield was not possible when 1-"c-palmitate
4

was used and the 1 CO2 collected, since the concentration of FFA in the
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medium increased with time. This increase of serum FFA was first

noted by Lochner and Nasseri (1960) using dog lung and has since been

confirmed by Heineman (1961) using rabbit lung and O'Neil, Tierney and

Mayes (unpublished observations 1969) who studied rat lung. The

increase in serum FFA was probably due to the presence in lung tissue

of the enzyme lipoproteinlipase which is associated with the capillary

endothelium and would hydrolyze triglycerides of lipoproteins to the

constituent fatty acids. The specific activity of the FFA must decrease

and therefore estimates of FFA uptake by the lung tissue are not precise

with the information currently available. For purposes of comparing

the tissue slices to the isolated perfused lung with respect to fatty

acid oxidation, I calculated the umoles which were represented by the

1*co collected during the experimental period and assumed the initial2

- - - - -
14 14

-

specific activity to be constant. The CO2 collected from 1- 'C-palmitate

represents 0.23 + .03 (n = 5) and 0.23 + .02 (n = 9) umoles of

palmitate/ (g lung 90 minutes) for the isolated perfused lung and

tissue slice, respectively.

Possible differences between the isolated lung and the tissue slices

Glucose consumption and “co, production from 1-"c-glucose,
6-"c-glucose and 1-"c-palmitate were not significantly different with

the perfused lung and tissue slices (1000 u) when studied in 5% co,395%
oxygen. Lactate production was greater in the tissue slices; however,

this difference was small and may be of 1 ittle physiological significance.

As mentioned above, the similarities could be coincidence with different

factors contributing in each circumstance, Although I have discussed

some of the differences between the tissue slices and the isolated
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perfused lung, the following factors should be considered:

1)

2)

3)

Major airways were bathed with the medium in the tissue slices

but they were not perfused in the isolated lung. Presumably

the contribution to glucose utilization by these airways was

greater in the tissue slices. When the major airways were
14

separated and incubated in flasks, the CO2 collected

amounted to less than 2% of the “co, collected from the

tissue slices. This small contribution from the larger

airways would tend to increase the metabolism of the tissue

slice relative to the isolated lung.

The “c-glucose available to alveolar macrophages may be

different in the two preparations. The tissue slices were

bathed in the medium and the glucose was in direct contact

with the macrophages. However, in the isolated lung the glucose

must diffuse across the endothelium and epithelium to reach the

14
macrophages. I found that the 1-"c-glucose oxidation to CO2
by the free cells lavaged from the lung was less than 10% of

the "co, produced by the whole lung tissue. Since these cells

probably contribute to the metabolism of the isolated lung as

well as to the tissue slices, any differences due to their

metabolism are probably small.

Lung injury due to the slicing procedure might decrease the

metabolism of tissue slices. Levy' found that rat lung slices

cut 0.3 mm thick had a lower oxygen consumption than those cut

"Personal Communication, Dr. S. L. Levy, Department of Medicine,
University of California, Los Angeles, California
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4)

1.0 mm thick and he attributed this difference to lung injury

during the slicing procedure. In a separate study using

“c-glucose, O'Neil and Tierney (unpublished observations 1972)

found about 30% less “co, produced from 300 p slices than

d 14from 1000 u slices, but the Ö02 an CO2 produced were not2

significantly different when slices of 700 p and 1000 p.

thicknesses were used. It appears that the injury due to

slicing may become less significant as the slice thickness

increases.

Evidence of lung injury includes the release of lactate

dehydrogenase (LDH) by the tissue when it is sliced. Presumably

other enzymes are also released which may influence the

metabolism of tissue slices.

Bacterial growth may lead to high values for glucose

consumption and oxidation. If the tubing for the perfused

1ung was re-used without careful cleansing, the glucose

oxidation was high and presumably bacteria were responsible.

However, for the experiments reported here I used fresh tubing

for each perfusion. Quantitative bacterial counts on the

perfusate showed less than 2 x 10° bacteria per m”. This

quantity of bacteria should not alter the results. In

addition, glucose utilization was nil when the perfusate was

circulated and no lung was present (Table 3).

The use of antibiotics would suppress bacterial growth,

but since it seemed unnecessary and since antibiotics may

influence the metabolism (Baudach et al 1971), they were not used.



•
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5) The perfused lung has more heart and large vessels present

than does the tissue slice. As discussed in Chapter II, only

about 2% of the "co, production by the isolated lung could

come from the heart and large vessels and this does not seem

to be significant.

In summary, the major factors which might decrease metabolism by

tissue slices appear to be lung injury and possibly substrate diffusion,

whereas the major factor which might decrease metabolism by the isolated

lung would be inadequate perfusion. In addition, metabolism by the

larger airways and alveolar macrophages might be included with the

tissue slices but not with the perfused lung. Bacterial growth was

not a factor in these studies.

In vivo and in vitro lung metabolism

How much glucose and other substrates does the lung utilize in vivo?

Substrate utilization by the lung in vivo is probably less well known

than for any other major organ. Although the arterial and venous blood

from the lung are relatively accessible and arterial-venous differences

could be calculated, the blood flow overwhelms the quantity of glucose

which would be used by the lung. In the introduction I calculated

the predicted arterial-venous blood differences for glucose by

assuming that the glucose consumption of a gram of human lung is

one-half that of a gram of rat lung. This assumption is based upon

reports (Krebs 1970, Strauss 1964) that the oxygen consumption of

human lung is one-half that of the rat lung. A similar calculation

can be made for lactate if one assumes that human lung produces about

one-half the lactate produced by rat lung in vitro or about 5 pmoles
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per gram lung in 60 minutes. Therefore, a lung weighing 1000 grams

would produce 5 mmoles lactate per hour or 83 plmoles per minute. If

the cardiac output were 5 liters a minute, the predicted increased

concentration of lactate in blood would be 17 pmoles per 1 iter. Harris

and his colleagues (1963) found a mean difference of 42 + 35 pmoles

of lactate between 2 samples drawn 2 minutes apart from the same vessel.

This apparent error in sampling and analysis would exceed the calculated

contribution of 1actate from lung metabolism by a factor of two to

three and estimates of lactate production by the lung would require

multiple determinations to detect a difference.

The lung does consume oxygen and in vitro studies show that it has

a ô02 about one-half that of the 1iver (Krebs 1950). Harris and

co-workers (1963) found no significant arterial-venous differences for

lactate, pyruvate, or free fatty acid and they noted a significant

increase of glucose concentration across the lung. One must conclude

that the lung uses other substrates or that the methods used were

inadequate to detect substrate utilization as my calculations suggest.

It would be valuable to compare the data I've reported here, as well

as the data which other investigators have reported using in vitro

techniques, to in vivo estimates of lung metabolism. Unfortunately

since in vivo data is so difficult to collect, the only data available

is from in vitro studies.

Other technical problems must be considered when arterial-venous

differences are used to estimate substrate utilization by the lung.

The assumptions made by most investigators who measured arterial-venous

differences (Mitchell and Cournand 1955, Lochner et al 1957, Harris
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et al 1963, Rochester et al 1973) are that the pulmonary arterial blood

concentrations represent all blood entering the lung and the systemic

arterial blood concentrations represent all blood leaving the lung.

However, the lung has a dual blood supply and in some diseases the

bronchial circulation may contribute a significant fraction of blood

which enters the pulmonary veins. Perhaps even more significant would

be the contribution from Thebesian veins which leave the heart muscle

and enter directly into the 1eft ventricle. Estimates of Thebesian

blood flow vary, but Scharf and his colleagues (1971) have measured

the proportion of the coronary blood flow which returns to the 1eft

ventricular chamber of the dog and found it to be about 10%. The heart

muscle consumes considerably more glucose and lactate than does the

lung (Opie 1969). Therefore, one to two percent of the cardiac output

which supplied the heart muscle and entered the left ventricular

chamber may contribute nearly as much to the change of lactate or

glucose concentration in arterial blood as would the lungs. Lactate

utilization by the heart could decrease the lactate concentration in

the Thebesian venous blood so as to mask the contribution of lactate

from the lungs as measured in arterial blood.

Anesthetics may alter lung metabolism and make comparison of some

in vitro and in vivo studies difficult. Tierney (1971) has previously

observed that 3% halothane will increase lactate production from slices

of lung tissue. Glaviano and co-workers (1967) found marked arterial

venous differences of lactate concentration in the blood of anesthetized

dogs. Possibly this great production of 1actate in their control studies was

related to the direct effect of the anesthetic upon lung metabolism or

an indirect effect if a telectasis developed during shallow breathing
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with anesthesia (Mead and Collier 1959, Williams et al 1966) and the

tissue was relatively hypoxic.

Although I have considered that the carefully prepared, isolated

perfused lung has distinct advantages over tissue slices, I have

concluded that glucose consumption and “co, production from 1–1"c
and 6-"c-glucose are not significantly different when tissue slices

are used instead of the isolated lung. Lactate production is

statistically less by the isolated perfused lung than by tissue

slices but the difference is small. One cannot conclude from these

studies that other aspects of the metabolism of tissue slices and

the isolated lung are also similar.
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In vitro metabolism of tissues varies depending on the methods.

Krebs concluded that "the scope of slices in metabolic studies" was

limited when he found that ketogenesis of the isolated perfused liver

was ten fold greater than that of liver slices (1970. Adv. Enzyme

Regulation 8: 335-353). I considered that tissue slices may have

limited usefulness since: 1) cells were injured when the tissue

was sliced and 2) there would be increased distances for diffusion

of oxygen and metabolites since they diffuse from the edge of the

slice and these distances would be dependent on the slice thickness.

Use of the isolated 1ung may have overcome these difficulties since:

1) the organ was intact, 2) blood flow was via the capillary bed,

and therefore, the diffusion distances would be normal, and 3) oxygen

would be available from alveoli which were ventilated. In addition

it is possible with the isolated lung to determine or control the

blood flow, pulmonary vascular resistance, ventilation, compliance,

and edema formation. This thesis describes methods I devised for

studying lung tissue slices and procedures to ventilate and perfuse

the isolated rat 1ung. After preliminary investigations with varying

methods, I used conditions which I considered to be optimal and which

were similar for the two preparations. I compared glucose utilization

by the isolated perfused lung and lung tissue slices and estimated

glucose consumption, 1actate production and “co, production when

1-"c-glucose Or 6-"c-glucose was added to the medium.





Tissue slices were cut to a thickness of 1000 microns. The

isolated lungs were ventilated with a tidal volume of 3.5 ml,

f = 13. I did initial studies using 5% co,395% air and decided that

it was necessary to use 5% Co, 95% oxygen with the tissue slices;

therefore, this gas mixture was used with both preparations. The

perfusate and culture medium which I used was Krebs-Ringer

bicarbonate buffer containing 75 mg 7 glucose, 50 mg 7 mixed amino

acids, 5 g Z bovine albumin, and 100 u1 washed packed erythrocytes

per 100 ml. Studies were done at 38° C, samples of the perfusate

were taken at zero and 90 minutes to estimate glucose consumption

and lactate production, and all of the CO2 was collected and

analyzed for “co,
Glucose consumption was 18.4 + 6.1 (9) and 19.3 + 2. 1 (19)

for the isolated lung and tissue slices respectively while lactate

production was 18.1 + 4.1 (15) and 21.2 # 3.1 (60) umoles per gram

lung in 90 minutes. The umoles of glucose which were oxidized to

produce “co, were 5.68 f .69 (4) and 5.81 + 1.39 (19) from
1-"c-glucose and 1.22 f 3.1 (4) and 1.66 : 42 (25) from
6-"c-glucose per gram of isolated lung or tissue slice in 90

minutes. The differences were significant for lactate (p < .001)

and 6-"c-glucose (p < .05); however, they were small and may be

of little physiological importance. The similarities in glucose

utilization between the isolated perfused lung and the tissue

slices in this study do not permit one to conclude that other

aspects of metabolism will be similar with the two methods.





Calculations based on these results indicate that arterio

venous differences of glucose and lactate due to lung metabolism

probably could not be detected in the intact animal by current

methods of analysis.
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